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ABSTRACT

This thesis presents findings on the photoluminescence properties of two conjugated polymers
with special interest paid to interchain interactions and chemical degradation.

The delayed luminescence of thin films ofpoly(3-methyl-4-octyl-thiophene) (PMOT) has been
observed via time-resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy (TRS) in different temperature
regimes. While at

15 K the emission consists of delayed fluorescence (DF) and

phosphorescence (Ph) originating from radiatively decaying singlet and triplet excitons, room
temperature emission is red-shifted with respect to the DF and originates from excimers.
Supportingly, photo-induced absorption experiments detect very long-lived excitations allocated
to the triplet counterparts of the emitting excimers.

Furthermore, the influence of the photo-oxidisation of polyfluorenes on their luminescence is
investigated. A series of polyfluorene/polyfluorenone co-polymers (PFO/PFl) with varying
percentages of fluorenone repeat units was analysed via TRS as well as steady-state absorption,
photoluminescence and photoexcitation spectroscopy in solid state and solution. Fluorenone
repeat units (or keto defects) arising from polyfluorene photo-oxidation are the origin of the
green luminescence band affecting the colour purity and quantum yield of polyfluorene devices.
Fluorenone triplets play a major role and can be directly photo-excited. Moreover, they form
upon polyfluorene degradation. Efficient energy transfer takes place from PFO singlets to
fluorenone triplets entailing two types of triplet-triplet interaction processes, which lead to the
formation of fluorenone excimers as well as polyfluorene-fluorenone exciplexes. Two types of
the green emission can be assigned to emission from these states. This could be confirmed by
the decay kinetics, thermal behaviour and keto level dependence of the emissions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Decades ago artificially synthesised polymers replaced wood or metal wherever cheap and easy
to fabricate bulk materials were needed. Their versatility satisfied applications as different as
plastic bags or window frames, mainly owing to an extreme chemical and morphological
complexity: Polymers encompass a whole class of organic chemistry with infinite chemical
variety- their properties can be tuned to suit whatever purpose is intended.
This concerned the application of polymers as bulk materials; the use of their electrical
properties was restricted to insulating layers in condensators or shoes until, in the late seventies
it was discovered that a certain class of polymers - called the conjugated polymers - is able to
conduct electricity. Combined with the enormous advantages of polymers regarding their
processing this opened the prospect for a whole new field of electrical applications including
conducting organic fibres or prints. However, these remained in the research laboratories when
commercial interest faded after it became obvious that the conducting properties of a conjugated
polymer could never match those of a metal.
Interest revived in 1990 when another breakthrough in polymer physics was achieved with the
discovery of electroluminescence in thin films of poly(phenylenevinylene) (PPV) by
Burroughes et a!. 1• Until then the spectrum of display technologies only included inorganic
materials such as semiconductors or liquid crystals. Carried out under extremely high
temperatures the fabrication of semiconductor displays is complicated and energy consuming.
On the other hand, the easier to produce liquid crystal displays exhibit only a narrow viewing
angle as they do not emit themselves but serve as the mask for the active layer. Getting polymer
displays to work could remove all of these problems. Taking advantage of decades of
experience with the processing of polymers, flexible displays might be produced commercially
simply by printing the active polymer layer at room temperature - large viewing angles would
be no problem anymore. Or, how about home-printed displays, glowing wallpaper or screens on
your T -shirt?
Several steps towards these rather utopic applications have been taken since 1990 by
commercial and institutional research. More and more efficient polymers have been synthesised
as well as techniques to fabricate polymer light emitting diodes (PLEDs) and a new type of
displays based on them2 • 3 • However, the requirements of a commercial application of PLEDs
are still high: For displays, which are composed according to the RGB system, one needs
saturated emission colours; moreover they have to be sufficiently bright and the emission must
be efficient - with a stability for a time span of years.
Indeed, PLEDs are more efficient than their inorganic counterparts. Still, at least 75 percent of
the input energy are "lost" between the moment of the injection of charge carriers into the

9

PLED and the emission of radiation. According to general theoretical considerations, this
intrinsic limit arises during the recombination of charge carriers in a working device: Only 25
percent of the resulting excitations are actually singlet states, which can emit luminescence. The
remaining 75 percent exhibit triplet character - and cannot contribute to emission. Several
methods have been developed to circumvent this problem including the doping of PLEDs in
order to transfer triplet energy to guest molecules, which can emit luminescence. Thus using
otherwise lost energy the quantum yield of PLEDs could be improved- in some cases. Mostly,
one encounters side effects such as interference of the dopant with the polymer singlets yielding
the contrary effect of a reduction of quantum yield. Additionally, more sophisticated studies of
the recombination of charge carriers have shown that the formation of singlets can exceed 25
percent by far (up to 60 percent). Both, the difficulties to use dopants and the uncertainty about
the realistic singlet-triplet ratio show that actually little is known about the photophysics going
on inside a conjugated polymer, especially regarding triplet excitons.
Apart from device architecture, it has become obvious that the processes determining the colour
of emission, the brightness and stability of a PLED largely depend on the chemical composition
and the morphology of the conjugated polymer. On one side, this is an advantage making it
possible to chemically tune emission colours, which is unthinkable for semiconductors with
their fixed bandgap. On the other side, the complexity of polymers, which consist of long
disordered chain molecules instead of regular crystals, causes the difficulty to describe them
physically and mathematically. Recent studies of long-lived photoexcitations in several
conjugated polymers4 -7 have shown that these materials are not simply a sum of isolated
macromolecules but that there are interactions between the single chains which have to be
considered. Mechanisms such as aggregation or the formation of excimers are not found in
inorganic systems but can affect polymer photophysics to a great extent. As they occur
especially in the solid state - where interchain distances are minimised - they are of crucial
importance to device photophysics.
Finally, chemistry adds some more unknown parameters as polymers are always subject to
degradation i.e. via oxidisation. This leads to colour and brightness instability especially for the
blue emitters. Despite all efforts to prolong the PLED lifetime by sealing, a stability of years is
still hard to achieve - accounting for the lack of blue emitters which would be required for the
production of colour displays. Therefore, understanding interchain interactions and chemical
degradation of conjugated polymers is not only the key to understanding why different polymers
emit differently. It can also be the fundament of a chemical optimisation of the emitters and,
finally, of an improvement in PLED technology. In this context, special attention must be paid
to the investigation of the solid state.
This work studies the influence of interchain interactions and photo-degradation on the
photoluminescence of mainly two conjugated polymers, a polythiophene and a polyfluorene,
with distinctive morphological and chemical properties. After an introduction into the
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theoretical background and a description of the utilised experiments, sections four and five
present the experimental results of the investigated substances for solid state and solution,
discussion always running parallel and each section closing with conclusions and prospects to
further work for the investigated polymer.
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2. THEORY

2. 1.

2. 1. 1.

The electronic orbitals of a conjugated polymer

The hybridisation of the carbon atom

Conjugated polymers are organic compounds built of thousands of repeat units, chemically
bound together. They mainly consist of carbon atoms, which are found both in the polymer
backbone and in the side chains attached to it.
The four outer electrons of a carbon atom are located in 2s 1 and 2p3 orbitals. The energy step
between them is so small that in the case of bond formation the orbitals can be hybridised
yielding sp, sp2 or sp3 hybrid orbitals depending on the valence and number of the bond
partners .

.·

•'

Figure 2.1 The bonding system of an ethene molecule8. Gray: Hydrogen orbitals; Dark
Red: Carbon hybrid orbitals; Light Red: Carbon Pz orbitals.

The fundament of a conjugated polymer is the sp2-hybrid: The three orbitals overlap with
hydrogen or other carbon atoms to form strong a bonds. The linear combination of the partners '
electron densities leads to the creation of a bonding a-and an anti-bonding a*-orbital.
The remaining p2 -states are oriented orthogonally with respect to the hybrid electrons.
Nevertheless, neighbouring Pz orbitals can overlap sideways to form a weak 1t bond in addition
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to an already existing cr bond. Its weakness entails a pronounced delocalisation of the bound
electrons located in a bonding 1t-and an anti-bonding 1t*-orbital. The former contains both

1t

electrons in the ground state.
The above describes the basic structure of a conjugated polymer, with sp 2-hybridised carbon
atoms as well as cr and 1t bonds. This is also found in the ethene molecule, shown in Figure 2.1 8 .
Moreover, the repeat units of a conjugated polymer may also contain atoms with a valence
different from four i.e. nitrogen that contribute non-bonding or n orbitals to the electron system.
When they are excited, n electrons can be accommodated in 1t* orbitals.

Figure 2.2 The delocalisation of

7t

electrons over the three benzene ring orbitals of an

anthracene molecule 9 .

2. 1.2.

The conjugation of a polymer chain

Being the simplest of all conjugated polymers polyacetylene (CH)n is the macromolecular
pendant of the ethene molecule. The polymer chains exhibit a structure with alternating single
(only cr) and double (cr and 1t) bonds between the carbon atoms. Here, not only adjacent
orbitals overlap but - due to the structural periodicity - all

1t

1t

electrons are theoretically

delocalised over the whole chain. This effect called conjugation is illustrated in Figure 2.2 9 .
In reality, delocalisation is limited to an effective conjugation length located between 10 and 40

repeat units 10'
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•

The origin of this effect lies in chemical chain defects and impurities, which

interfere with the conjugation system, but can also be found in twists between the repeat units 12 ,
which force the neighbouring Pz orbitals out of plane and reduce their spatial overlap.
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2.2.

Excited states in conjugated polymers

This chapter will provide an introduction into the pseudo particles that exist in an excited
conjugated polymer but also discuss the models, which are used to describe them.

2.2. 1.

Models for the electronic properties of conjugated polymers

Basically two models are employed to explain the electronic properties of conjugated polymers.
The older theory considers the similarities between conjugated polymers and inorganic
semiconductors. In both types of materials one encounters periodic structures - these extend in
three isotropic dimensions for semiconductor crystals, whereas the linearity of polymer chains
only allows for a one-dimensional periodicity provided that inter-chain interaction can be
neglected.
In 1980, Su, Schrieffer and Heeger 13 modified the conventional semiconductor band model to be
applied to one-dimensional chains of polyacetylene. As a result, the electronic structure of the
polymer was made up of an occupied valence band and an unoccupied conduction band, which
offered the first possibility to explain conduction phenomena in polymer materials.
However, the assumptions made for this model hold disadvantages. They include the
negligibility of inter-chain contacts compared to intra-chain interactions, the dominance of
nearest neighbour exchange for the latter but also the existence of free electrons. Consequently,
Coulomb interactions of electron-hole pairs (excitons, see chapter 2.2.2) but also between
exciton and polymer chain can only be considered to a limited extent.
Several experimental observations, particularly those concerning optical phenomena, contradict
the assumptions. Vibrational modes occur in the luminescence spectra of many conjugated
polymers e.g. MeH-PPV or PFO, which cannot be explained by a band model despite
modifications that have been added to it in order to approach the reality of conjugated polymers.

Dealing with the optical spectroscopy of these materials, this thesis prefers the correlated or
exciton model proposed by Bassler et a/. 14 • Here, polymer chains are no longer required to be
rigid and aligned. The delocalisation of 1t electrons can be imperfect caused by chain defects
and twists (chapter 2.1.2). Therefore, the excitation of the polymer will not result in the
formation of free or loosely bound charge carriers. Instead, an excited electron will still interact
with its correlated hole via Coulombic forces to form an exciton localised on a conjugated
segment of polymer chain.
This model allows for a detailed explanation of luminescence phenomena (chapter 2.3.4) and
energy transport of conjugated polymers (chapter 2.4.3).

14

The nature of band and exciton model is so different that their validity can be evaluated
considering only one parameter- the interaction or binding energy E8 of an exciton. The band
model implies a generally low Coulomb interaction, corresponding to excitons of the WannierMott type (next chapter). Values of

~0.1

eV would argue in favour of the semiconductor

description, whereas a binding energy of >0.4 eV can only be realised with a majority of
localised states.
Despite such clarity proponents of both models have found E8 values in favour of their side, e.g.
for poly(phenylenevinylene) (PPV) 15 '

16

.

Less variation is observed for the ladder type

poly(para-phenylene) (MeL-PPP), where the exciton model is favoured with E 8~0.3-0.4eV 15 • 16 .

2.2.2.

Classification of excitons

The term exciton describes a pseudo-particle: a pair of electron and hole, which attract each
other by their Coulombic potential. In contrast to a geminate pair they form a quantum
mechanical unit i.e. the correlation of their spins. Excitons can be classified with respect to their
binding energy, which is the energy an exciton needs to dissociate into independent charge
carriers. In organic crystals one distinguishes between three types of excitons:
•

The Frenkel type, where electron and hole are bound to the same molecular unit with a
separation distance smaller than 5 A9 . Effectively no exciton dipole moment is observed
due to such localisation. Electron and hole are strongly correlated with a binding energy
of the order of several electron volts. Frenkel excitons in a conjugated polymer are
located in a single conjugated region. Their recombination is supposed to be responsible
for the emission of luminescence.

{c)

(b)

{a)

Figure 2.3 Excitons in an organic crystal: (a) Frenkel, (b) Wannier-Mott, (c) chargetransfer state9 •
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•

One refers to a charge-transfer exciton when the electron or hole has been transferred to
a neighbour chain via excitation. Hence, the exciton possesses a permanent dipole
moment but is still strongly correlated. Electron and hole might migrate independent of
each other but also, similar to a geminate pair, recombine to emit delayed fluorescence.

•

For Wannier-Mott type excitons the large mean separation distance between electron
and hole of 40 to 100 A9 leads to a reduced Coulombic attraction. Correspondingly,
these excitons exhibit a low binding energy (0.1 eV). Both charges can migrate rather
freely, which inhibits the formation of a permanent dipole moment.

2.2.3.

Po/arons and geminate pairs

According to the Bassler model, excitons are created after the excitation of a conjugated
polymer. If they finally recombine, they can give off their electrical energy in the form of
radiation, a process which is called luminescence, see chapter 2.3.4.

excited exciton

vibrational
modes

decay into
vibrational
exciton level

dissociation into
free polarons

~---~

geminate pair state

electron-hole separation
Figure 2.4 Relations between the potential energy of polarons, geminate pairs and exciton
states. A transition from geminate pair to exciton can result in the emission of delayed
fluorescence (DF) 17 .

Beside this, further excitation might exceed the exciton binding energy and lead to its
dissociation into an electron and hole, which then move independently through the polymer as
single charge carriers on separate polymer chains. The polymer molecules carrying these single
charges deform; their orbitals are disturbed in the presence of a new Coulomb potential so that
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the bonding system has to fmd a new equilibrium. Compared to the surrounding electrically
neutral molecules the charged chain is deformed at a length of about 20 repeat units 18 • Together,
the charged polymer chain and the deformation pattern are termed polaron. Virtually, there are
no free charges in the exciton model for conjugated polymers so that every single charge has to
be treated as a polaron.

Being similar to a charge-transfer exciton, a geminate pair (gp) is an intermediate state between
polaron and exciton. One can imagine it as a pair of oppositely charged polarons located on
adjacent polymer chains: Their Coulomb potentials interact but they do not form an exciton.
Thermal activation (which excites the pair by means of vibrational motion) or an applied
electric field (which forces migration making use of the electrical dipole moment) can lead to
the dissociation of a geminate pair into the original polarons.
As thermal excitation is also required to overcome the potential barrier between gp and exciton,
the former can exist a long time (microsecond range) after it was created. Consequently, at these
time scales in the presence of geminate pairs there is still a non-zero probability of exciton
formation entailing the emission of delayed fluorescence (DF) 19 • Another DF channel, triplettriplet annihilation, is described in chapter 2.5.1.
Figure 2.4 17 illustrates difference between excitons, geminate pairs and polarons with respect to
the changes in potential energy required for the transitions between them.

2.3.

Spectroscopy of conjugated polymers

Techniques like absorption or luminescence spectroscopy are essential for the understanding of
the electronic structure and the electrical processes in a conjugated polymer. This section
introduces into these spectroscopic methods and into the terminology that is necessary to
describe the observed phenomena.

2. 3. 1.

Absorption

Excited states in conjugated polymers can either be formed via electroexcitation, which stands
for the injection and recombination of charge carriers, or via photoexcitation, which involves
the absorption of radiation.
When electromagnetic radiation penetrates matter, it can be transmitted or absorbed. The
fraction of the transmitted radiation is determined according to the law of Lambert and Beer:

17
Equation 2.1

I< = I 0 · exp(- a · c · x)
In Equation 2.1 the intensity of the transmitted radiation lx is proportional to the intensity of the

incident (monochromatic) radiation 10, the concentration c of the absorber and the length x of the
path of light in the material. The absorption coefficient a is introduced as the proportional
factor. a can vary over several orders of magnitude for different wavelengths. Each material has
its own characteristic absorption spectrum a(A), which contains the information at which
wavelength which amount of light can be absorbed. The product A

=

a ex is called the

absorbance or optical density of the absorbing sample.

2. 3.2.

Allowed and forbidden transitions

Absorption is strong and a is high when the energy of the incident photons coincides with
transition energies in the material. At these positions the absorption spectrum of smaller
molecules exhibit sharp peaks imbedded into otherwise flat regions of low absorption. The
height of these peaks is a measure of how allowed the corresponding transitions are. Maxima in
the absorption of conjugated polymers appear in the visible spectrum (vis) up to the near
ultraviolet (UV) and can be evaluated in the same way. However, these usually appear as broad
bands; hence it is necessary to integrate the absorption coefficient over the frequencies v of the
band region20 :

Equation 2.2
v2

/

f=6.25x10- 19 • Ja(v)dv· m~
v,
m s

The normalised outcome of this integration is termed oscillator strength, f, of the transition
represented by the absorption band. fhas the meaning of the probability of this transition; hence
a value of f equal to 1 corresponds to fully allowed and f equal to 0 to fully forbidden events.
The values of f between 1 and 0 can be further classified using quantum mechanical
calculations.
In most cases, the Hamiltonian of the system has to be simplified in order to solve it and

calculate probabilities of transitions. This also applies to the system of an exciton state in a
po/yatomic molecule: The corresponding Hamiltonian is separated into a set of decoupled sub-
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Hamiltonians, which describe spin, parity, momentum properties and spatial dimensions of the
orbitals. A general solution is independently an eigenfunction of all sub-Hamiltonians.
Therefore separate transition probabilities Pi are found for spin (ps), parity (pp), momentum (pm)
and orbital symmetry (Po).
Then the oscillator strength f of a transition from the

1t

to the rr* orbital of a polyatomic

molecule, i.e. benzene, can be written as:

Equation 2.3

where fa is the oscillator strength of a fully allowed transition. The probabilities Pi can be
summarised into selection rules. These are the selection rules for optical transitions:

•

Spin conservation - Transitions which change the spin of a system are spin forbidden. This
can be lifted due to disturbances of the system in the presence of heavy or paramagnetic
atoms 9 - when the sub-Hamiltonians of the system are no longer separated due to spin-orbit
coupling or magnetic-spin coupling. In most conjugated polymers the oscillator strength of
transitions between states of different multiplicity (e.g. from a singlet to a triplet state) is
weaker by a factor of Ps= 1o·5 compared to those between states of equal multiplicity 1.

•

Inversion of parity - Transitions between orbitals of opposite parity are probable. For the
even 1t orbital of benzene a transition to the odd n* state is parity allowed. The rule is lifted
in most cases due to vibrations of the system which are not completely symmetrical.

•

Conservation of momentum- When a photon is absorbed, no (elastic case) or only a small
amount of momentum (inelastic case with phonon interaction) is added to the system.
Transitions that involve major changes in the angular or linear momentum are momentum

forbidden.
•

Orbital overlap - A good spatial overlap of initial and final orbitals must be guaranteed for
an allowed transition i.e. in the benzene ring a

1t-1t*

transition, where both orbitals are

located in the same plane. When the areas of electron probability between initial and final
state are too different the transition is space or overlap forbidden.

Points 1 to 4 give some reasons, why a transition between two states might be forbidden. If this
is the case, then the rate of the absorption process (or its reversal, the emission process) is
decreased significantly due to the low transition probability. Other processes might occur faster
and can dominate the absorption or emission due to forbidden transitions, so that the latter
signals are often immeasurably weak.
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Figure 2.5 Jablonski diagram.

2.3.3.

Photoexcitation of a conjugated polymer

This section will reconstruct the photo-excitation processes in a conjugated polymer and the
following deactivation of excited states.

Electronic transitions are excited in the chromophores (electroactive parts) of a conjugated
polymer when it is exposed to electromagnetic radiation of a suitable frequency. Then an
electron of the chromophore (which might belong to the conjugated

7t-

or to a non-bonding n-

orbital) is transferred to the rt*-orbital. It leaves behind its corresponding hole but they are still
correlated and form an exciton unless there is a further supply of excitation energy to dissociate
it into two polarons (see chapter 2.2.2).
The energy levels of an exciton are illustrated in the Jablonski diagram, Figure 2.5 9 : For each
main state there are a number of overtones, which represent the quantised sub-levels of
vibrational energy that can be adopted by the molecule. Whereas the main exciton levels are
separated by energy values in the UV or vis, the energy gap between the vibronics is usually
found in the near infrared (IR). For example, it amounts to 180 meV for the C-C stretch mode of
conjugated polymers containing benzene rings as chromophores22 •
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In general, excitons exist in two multiplicities, singlets with a total spin of zero and triplets,

where the total spin equals one. The energy level of a triplet T 1 lies approximately 1 eV below
the S1 state23 . In most chemically stable compounds the ground state is a singlet. A nonzero
multiplicity would cause the molecule to be highly reactive i.e. oxygen molecules exhibit a
triplet ground state. In terms of the Jablonski diagram the ground state is represented by the

°

symbol S0 where S stands for singlet, S0 for the lowest singlet exciton level of the molecule and

°

S0 for the lowest vibronic level of the lowest singlet state. In non-excited material at room
temperature the majority of molecules are found in the ground state and do not possess excess
energy. Hence all natural absorption processes (not induced absorption) start from a singlet state
resulting in the creation of excitons which are again of singlet character since optical transitions
that change the spin of a system are spin forbidden. The creation of excited triplet excitons via
photon absorption only occurs very slowly with a probability of 10-5 (see chapter 2.3.2).

Molecular
potential

energy

Figure 2.6 Illustration of the Franck-Condon-Principle for the absorption of a photon20 .

Photon absorption is so fast ('t~ 10- 15 s) that a vibrating molecule ('t~ 10- 13 s) can be considered
rigid during the absorption process20 , which is a concept known as the Franck-Condon-

°

Principle. Transitions take place between the states S0 and S/, where k is the vibrational level

°

of Sn that has the highest spatial overlap with the S0 electron density in the moment of
absorption, see Figure 2.6. Here, the 0-0 transition route is much less probable than the 0-3
route. Thus, vibrational energy is taken up but it degrades into thermal motion when the 'hot'
molecule relaxes back to the Sn° state within 10- 12 s after the transition24 _
In Figure 2.6,

Re stands for the equilibrium distance of electron and hole in the exciton.

Obviously, the excited state A is much more delocalised than the ground state X.
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2.3.4.

Deactivation processes

°

Excited states have finite lifetimes. Once in the S0 state, the molecule tends to pass over to its
stable ground state or, considering the Franck-Condon-principle, to a higher vibronic level of S0 •
Theoretically, this could be accomplished with the emission of a photon:

Radiative transitions between states of equal multiplicity are called fluorescence (F). The spin
forbidden ones between states of unlike multiplicity are termed phosphorescence (Ph).
However, these radiative transitions compete with radiationless deactivation processes:
Radiationless transitions between states of equal multiplicity are termed internal conversion
(IC), whereas those between states of different multiplicity are known as intersystem crossing
(ISC).
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Figure 2. 7 Vibrational modes in the luminescence spectra. Mirror symmetry of absorption
and fluorescence spectrum25 .
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The latter have in common that phonons are emitted instead of photons, which is the reason why
they are favoured where only small energy gaps have to be bridged. This is given between
adjacent singlet or triplet levels of high values of n. For this reason the deactivation
Tn~T, occurs almost exclusively via internal conversion within 10- s
13

The remaining step is accomplished within less than a nanosecond
most of the singlets emit .fluorescence,

s,~S 0 •

26

25

Sn~s,

and

.

less dominated by IC and

Since the Franck-Condon-Principle is also valid

°

for fluorescence transitions these proceed from S 1 to one of the vibronics S0 n. Consequently the
typical fluorescence spectrum of a conjugated polymer i.e. polyfluorene (PF0) 27 or ladder type
poly(para-phenylene) (PPP) 28 consists of several vibronical modes, whose distance corresponds
to the energy gap between the vibronic levels. Usually, the highest of these modes originates

°.

from the transition to S0

Due to the energy which is lost by the vibrational relaxation of a molecule after absorption and
emission, the emitted fluorescence is of lower energy than the initially absorbed photons. The
energy difference between the first mode of the absorption and the emission spectra is called

°

Stokes shift. Both spectra are arranged mirror symmetrically around the energy value of the S0
level, see Figure 2. 725 •
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Figure 2.8 Compendium of the rates of radiative and radiationless deactivation processes 21 •

Triplet excitons are not created via photon absorption. Consequently, the only possibility to
populate the triplet manifold via photo-excitation is constituted by intersystem crossing from
excited singlet levels. As this process requires a spin flip of the electron or hole of an exciton it
runs slowly but accelerates in the presence of heavy atoms i.e. for conjugated polymers of the
polythiophene family, which contain sulphur atoms. Here, the ISC quantum yield can reach
more than 50 percent in solution29 , whereas in polyfluorenes it does not exceed 3 percent29 •

°

Most probably, ISC transitions occur from the S 1 state to T/ as internal conversion rapidly
reduces the number of higher excited singlets.

°.

After vibrational relaxation the molecule reaches the lowest triplet state T 1 Now the spin of the
exciton has to be changed to transfer it back to the ground state. Therefore, the few triplet
excitons created via ISC are extremely long-lived (with a radiative lifetime of microseconds up

23
to seconds6·

7
)

microseconds
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compared to singlet excitons, whose radiative lifetime is measured in nano-or
.

°

Nevertheless, if ISC occurs then phosphorescence from T 1 to S0k is not

completely forbidden. If the process is not disturbed by triplet quenching it is observable and
exhibits mono-exponential decay kinetics corresponding to the characteristic radiative triplet
lifetime. Phosphorescence appears as a long-lived emission red-shifted to the fluorescence but
exhibiting the same vibronic mode structure6• 7•
The detection of phosphorescence can only be accomplished with very sensitive instrumentation
since it is extremely weak and triplet creation via ISC is additionally slow. Non-radiative
transitions from triplet to singlet (ISC) dominate it. Figure 2.8 21 gives an overview of typical
transition rates of all radiative and radiationless deactivation channels described in this chapter.

2.3.5.

Triplet-triplet-absorption

Although the formation of triplet excitons is restricted, their intrinsic radiative lifetime might
suffice to establish concentrations of T 1 states, which are detectable if one uses a suitable
method. Phosphorescence measurements are limited to the detection of the few emitting triplets
and can only succeed when the emission is not disturbed by radiationless deactivation. This
reduces the applicability of the method to low temperatures, where most of the phonon activity
is 'frozen'.
It is more promising to measure the photoinduced absorption (PIA) signals due to spin allowed
transitions from T 1 to higher triplet states, see Figure 2.5. This method can observe all triplets,
either radiative or non-radiatively decaying, and does not fail at room temperature. The obtained
absorption spectra can give information about the energy and symmetry of higher triplet states,
which are involved into ISC. Moreover, the effective triplet lifetime and the decay kinetics are a
key to estimating the importance of quenching mechanisms. Therefore, PIA of triplet excitons
has been carried out in solution as well as on thin films of conjugated polymers.
An important component of triplet-triplet absorption measurements is the identification of the

origin of the observed signals as triplet excitons. Other excited species, e.g. excimers, might
give similar signals. If observable, the phosphorescence kinetics should coincide with those
obtained from PIA. One might also introduce sensitiser molecules with a sufficient ISC rate and
higher triplet energy than the investigated polymer to populate the triplet manifold. However,
the safest way to check, is an EPR control measurement of the &n=2 transition resulting from
the threefold multiplicity of the triplet.
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2.3.6.

Triplet formation via electroexcitation

Why should one be interested in the properties of triplet excitons when the main emission
originates from singlets? It must be emphasised that section 2.3.4 dealt with the so-called
photoluminescence (PL) - the fluorescence and phosphorescence emitted after optical
excitation. There, the triplet manifold can only be populated via intersystem crossing.
In contrast to this, technical applications of the luminescence of conjugated polymers (as

polymer light emitting diodes or PLEDs) involve the electrical excitation of the material.
Charge carriers are injected at electrodes; they migrate into the polymer and when holes and
electrons recombine at a polymer molecule they form excitons as an intermediate state. All of
these undergo the radiative and non-radiative processes described above. However, the initial
number of excited singlet and triplet excitons is determined by the recombination of charge
carriers. According to very simple quantum statistics there are four equally probable
possibilities of two spin-carrying particles to do this: The spin of the resulting exciton can be j ~,
jj,

H or a mixed state H +H. Since the latter three are triplet states 75 percent of all created

excitons will be triplets. The quantum yield of fluorescence can theoretically not exceed 25
percent and most of the electrical energy put into triplet excitons will be "lost" to non-radiative
intersystem crossing from T 1 to S0 since Ps for a radiative transition is still of the order of 1o· 5 .
Consequently, electroluminescence (EL) is less efficient than photoluminescence - practically
the electro luminescence quantum yield (ELQY) is diminished to around 10 percent due to nonradiative losses, which are aggravated by the presence of free charge carriers.
Even though latest quantum mechanical calculations have shown that up to 60 percent of all
created excitons can be singlets when charge carrier recombination is not statistical but spin
dependene 0 still the major loss of electrical energy is caused by the existence of triplet excitons.
Hence their luminescence properties must be investigated.

2.4.

Transport of energy in conjugated polymers

Chapter 2.3 illustrated the processes that contribute to the deactivation of an excited polymer
molecule. It mentioned intrinsic radiative transitions (fluorescence, phosphorescence) and
radiationless processes (internal conversion, intersystem crossing), for which it is not important
whether they occur in isolated molecules or on polymer chains with close neighbours. However,
one observes a different luminescence behaviour for polymer solutions and solid state polymer
films. The luminescence output of a polymer sample can be strongly affected (quenched) in the
presence of impurities or chain defects. Additionally, luminescence emission originating from
such impurities i.e. metals can occur even when these are not directly excited.
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To explain these effects, the present chapter describes a number of mechanisms which are
responsible for the transport of energy along a polymer chain (intramolecular) and also between
different molecules (intermolecular).

2.4. 1.

The reabsorption of luminescence

The first of these mechanisms is the reabsorption of radiation inside the polymer sample. An
excited molecule, to be called the donor D (D* is the donor in its excited state), emits
luminescence according to the processes described in chapter 2.3.3:

D*

~

D + h·v,um

The luminescence photon of the energy h·v 1um (where h is Planck's constant and v 1um the
frequency of the photon) travels through the polymer solution or film but does not reach its
surface as it is absorbed by an acceptor particle A that is excitable at the frequency v 1um:

A+ h·VIum ~A*
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Now the acceptor itself can undergo internal conversion, intersystem crossing and luminescence
processes. Of course, step two of the reabsorption is only possible when the emission spectrum
of the donor and the absorption spectrum of the acceptor overlap sufficiently. As Figure 2. 7
showed, this is usually the case when D and A, are polymer molecules of the same sort. Here,
the strongest overlap is found between the absorption spectrum and the first fluorescence mode.
As a consequence, the total emission of the polymer sample out of this vibronical mode is
reduced

31

.

Many reabsorption processes occur especially when the average path of light in a sample is long
i.e. in polymer films with thicknesses of several hundred nanometers. Then the fluorescence
spectrum will effectively consist of a low first vibronic and a relatively high second mode, in
contrast to the fluorescence spectra of thin films which reflect the intrinsic emission patterns,
which usually favour emission from the first mode.

2.4.2.

Resonance and Forster energy transfer

Similar to the reabsorption, Forster or resonant energy transfer involves an energy donor D and
an acceptor A. Again, the emission spectrum of the former has to overlap with the absorption
spectrum of the latter to enable transfer. However, this process does not require the intermediate
step of photon emission as two transitions take place simultaneously: the deactivation of the
donor and the excitation of the acceptor:

D*+A~D+A*

The term resonant transfer originates from the physical principle behind it: The dipole moments
of donor and acceptor orbitals interact. Especially the vibronics of the acceptor state couple to
the excited donor state, which entails that the coupling is not coherent: When the energy of the
donor coincides with a transition energy of the acceptor both are in resonance and energy can be
transferred. Afterwards the excited acceptor quickly relaxes back to the zero vibronic level,
which makes the transfer an irreversible process.
In 1959 it was Forster32 who found a mathematical description of the corresponding rate
constant. Equation 2.5 gives the very weak coupling limit, which is of relevance for conjugated
polymers:
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1

Equation 2.4

-f ~FD(OJ)8A(OJ)dOJ J

1 ( 3

R6 n04 4n OJ

r 0 represents the donor lifetime in absence of the acceptor and R is the distance between donor
and acceptor. The integral calculates the overlap between the normalised emission spectrum of
D and the absorption spectrum of A. This overlap integral must be nonzero to enable Forster
transfer, which is illustrated by Figure 2.9.
Resonant energy transfer does not make use of photons as mobile energy carriers like
reabsorption. Instead, a minimum distance must be kept between donor and acceptor. The
Forster radius RF is defmed as the distance where the transfer rate equilibrates the total decay
rate of the donor:
Equation 2.5

1

RF6

rD

R6

-----

6

RF

=

3

c4
f
FD(OJ)FA(OJ)dOJ
4 4

4Jmo OJ

In conjugated polymers, RF can amount up to 50 A33 , which suffices to allow intermolecular
transfer. Unlike reabsorption, Forster transfer does not affect the shape of the emission spectrum
of the donor because intermediate emission does not happen. Rather, the intensity of all modes
is equally affected.

2.4.3.

Exciton migration via Forster transfer

An important application of Forster transfer is the case where both D and A are molecules or

chain segments of the same sort of polymer. Then the exciton state in D is deactivated while
another exciton in A becomes excited. No triplets can be created via Forster transfer because a
spin forbidden resonance transition is improbable during the short interaction time between the
orbitals ofD and A. One possible transfer route is singlet-singlet transfer (SST):

The SST rate is high enough to make sure that during their lifetime of~ 1o-9 s singlets undergo
many of these transfers. The excited state is now regarded as a particle that moves spatially:
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singlet migration takes place. The process is also termed hopping since it consists of separate
transfer steps. The hopping rates between two neighbour sites D and A can be described as 34 :

Equation 2.6
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Figure 2.10 Down-hill migration: dashed line- initial distribution of exciton site energies;

left picture - the random energy distribution shortly after excitation; right picture - after
long-time migration only the sites of lowest energy are occupied, most excitons have
decayed 17 .

The terms e0 and eA stand for the energy of donor and acceptor site, which are not necessarily
equal. Rather, the energy of exciton sites is subject to a broad distribution represented by
A(roA), which is caused by local deviations in the effective conjugation length left'. The longer it
is, the lower is the energy 10 . Via dipole-dipole interaction every exciton senses this distribution
among the sites within its Forster radius. As the jump rates above favour transfer to the least
energy, the migration of singlet excitons is halted when it reaches a local minimum of site
energy. At long times after photo-excitation this results in a red-shift of the initial exciton
distribution26 , illustrated by Figure 2.10.letralso varies between different polymers due to their
chemical bonding structure which can inhibit or prefer a twisted chain geometry. Upon mixing
two polymers, singlet excitons will migrate to the molecular species which is less twisted, better
aligned and therefore more conjugated35 •

Additionally, chemical or morphological chain defects can be responsible for the occurrence of
local minima in site energy, whose energy difference to the surroundings is much larger than the
width of the distribution described above. Only rarely, excitons migrating to such sites can
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overcome the potential barrier for further migration, which means that they are trapped. The
presence of many traps reduces the average mobility of excitons and thus the probability of
annihilation processes, see section 2.5. Luminescence emitted from traps is not necessarily
isoenergetic to the 'normal' luminescence but can be red-shifted due to the low site energy or
exhibit a completely different spectrum if the emission originates from chemical defects i.e.
keto groups.Defects exist in every polymer sample as well as impurities, which can be metal
ions that remain inside the material after synthesis but also oxygen that diffuses into the surface
of thin polymer films when these are not sealed against air contact. These can also act as traps as a consequence, there are always unwanted Forster or Dexter interactions (see section 2.4.5)
between excitons and impurities, which draw energy off the polymer and quench its
luminescence. Triplets are affected as well as singlets, whereas the latter are efficiently
quenched by oxygen via fast Forster transfer -oxygen atoms are paramagnetic, which breaks the
spin forbiddeness of the transfer reaction.
The presence of oxygen can additionally lead to chemical reactions i.e. the formation of keto
defects by oxidation of polyfluorene (PFO) repeat units 36 . In turn these defects attract excitons
in their surroundings and eventually use the transferred energy to emit keto fluorescence. As
keto emission is found in the green, red-shifted to the bright blue PFO fluorescence the chemical
degradation of the polymer is followed by colour instabilit/ 6· 37 .

2.4.4.

Doping in conjugated polymers

A useful application of the quenching effect is the doping of polymer LEDs. The investigation
of devices made of the presently available materials has shown that in most cases various
improvements are needed for their final technical application: First, their emission quantum
yield must be increased and second, the emission spectra are broadened by vibronics and
inhomogeneous broadening that always occurs during optical transitions. Pure, saturated
colours, which can be integrated into the RGB system, are a precondition for the application of
LEDs in a commercial display. Moreover, the device lifetime and emission stability is a major
problem36 but this will not be addressed here.
To overcome these problems, some research groups investigated the introduction of dopant
compounds into polymer devices. Their aim is to transfer excitation energy from the host
polymer to the guest. To enable a fast Forster transfer, a suitable dopant must exhibit an
absorption spectrum well overlapping with the host emission. Transfer must effectively compete
with the deactivation channels of the polymer, including fluorescence. In this sense, energy is
harvested for the dopant, which now emits instead of the host fluorescence.
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Only a sufficient dopant concentration must be provided to guarantee an average host-guest
distance smaller than the Forster radius. To improve the PLED, dopant emission must show a
high quantum yield. Moreover, the emission spectrum should yield an attractive emission colour
suitable for technical application. Unfortunately, there is always a red-shift from host to guest
fluorescence as the emission spectrum of the former overlaps with the absorption spectrum of
the latter to enable Forster transfer. Blue-emitting LEDs are not likely to be created via doping38 •
39

Triplet excitons are the major limiting factor for the efficiency of polymer electrolurninescence
devices. Research groups have tried to find appropriate dopants to harvest their excitation
energy as it would otherwise be lost to the thermal motion of molecules. However, the problem
one has to overcome here is the spin forbiddeness of such Forster transfer. Both possibilities to
break it have their disadvantages: Dopants exhibiting a triplet ground state would be too reactive
and limit the device lifetime. On the other hand, raising the ISC rate also quenches the polymer
fluorescence 38 .
Summarising, one can say that the method of doping faces difficulties but might improve
polymer LEDs. Apart from that, it is very useful to investigate the function of Forster transfer.

2.4.5.

Dexter electron exchange transfer

The Forster mechanism does not allow triplet-triplet transfer:

It is spin-forbidden and forbidden by the dipole-dipole interaction, as the triplet absorption only

contributes values of 10-5 to the overlap integral of Equation 2.5. Still, triplet excitons are not
immobile. There is another if slower transfer mechanism termed Dexter transfer or electron
exchange, which occurs when a donor D and an acceptor site A are very close. Then their

orbitals overlap and there is a probability for an electron from one site to appear on the other. In
this context, a theory for triplet-triplet transfer was developed by Dexter40 , who calculated the
rate for this process as:

Equation 2. 7

~o~A

represents the exchange energy term between donor and acceptor. The overlap integral

does not contain the fluorescence but the normalised phosphorescence spectrum of the donor
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F 0 (E) and the normalised absorption spectrum of the acceptor FA(E). Since the total spin ofthe
system is conserved, the electron exchange transfer is spin-allowed. Although kD->A appears to
be rather low, the rate of triplet decay is even slower so that transfer sequences are possible,
which might enable a migration of triplets similar to the hopping migration of singlets. Still
triplet-triplet transfer is lacking experimental evidence in conjugated polymers due to the weak
phosphorescence signals - so far this has only been obtained for organic crystals34• 41 .
Singlet migration as described for Forster transfer is possible via electron exchange as well.
However, the Forster radius for such a transition is much larger than the D-A separation
required for Dexter transfer (1 0 to 15 A); hence the latter process is less probable for singlets.

2. 5.

2.5. 1.

Bimolecular processes of excitons

Triplet-triplet annihilation

Triplet migration becomes important when triplet concentrations are very high. This is found
especially in electroluminescence devices, where charge carrier recombination favours triplet
formation (see chapter 2.3.6). However, the fact that all transitions, radiationless and radiative,
of a triplet to the ground state are spin forbidden can cause relatively high triplet concentrations
in photoexcited polymer samples as well.
Under such conditions, collisions between the independently migrating triplet excitons become
probable and triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA) occurs42 • Since Dexter transfer requires the
proximity of two excitons of at least 15 A, collisions of triplets located on different polymer
chains are rather improbable. Instead, electron exchange takes place between neighbouring
triplets on the same polymer chain:

The energy of one T 1 is transferred to the other forming one ground state exciton and one highly
excited exciton. For eight in nine cases this is a triplet- the upper equation gives a summary of
the transfer reaction and does not denote all the occurring intermediate quadruple states but only
the final state.
ITA is an important triplet quenching mechanism in polymer solutions43 but has also been
identified as the second source of solid-state delayed fluorescence (DF) 7 in conjugated polymers
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beside geminate pair recombination (GPR): Considering the one case where a highly excited
singlet is formed, Sn undergoes all the deactivation steps of a freshly excited exciton including

°

the emission of fluorescence from S 1 to S0k. This increases the fluorescence lifetime up to the
microsecond range. The mechanism has also been confirmed by work in the organic crystal
field 42 .
One can distinguish between TTA and GPR by the excitation dose dependency of DF and Ph:
The former always requires the annihilation of two triplets to create one singlet. Thus the
excitation dose dependency of the DF should be the square of the corresponding curve of the
triplet signal (e.g. the phosphorescence). For DF originating from geminate pairs the relation
between both is linear.

2.5.2.

Singlet-triplet annihilation

As mentioned above, one encounters triplet concentrations in electroluminescence devices so
high that triplets annihilate each other. Still, triplets outlive the singlet excitons by orders of
magnitude, so that they can quench the singlet state via singlet-triplet annihilation (STA/ 4 .
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Figure 2.11 Illustration of the SSA (left) and STA (right) mechanisms, adapted from ref. 17 .
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Figure 2.11 illustrates the singlet-triplet annihilation process. Since the faster moving of the two
exciton species are singlets, STA is controlled by Forster transfer. For that purpose, an overlap
between singlet fluorescence and triplet-triplet absorption is required.
When an excited singlet S1 and a triplet come closer than their Forster radius, a spin-allowed
transfer reaction occurs, during which the singlet passes its energy to the triplet, raising it from
T 1 to an upper triplet state:
Tn ~ T1 +heat

As a reverse transfer, triplet energy might also be given to the singlet state but this includes a
transition from T 1 to S0 and is spin forbidden.

2.5.3.

Singlet-singlet annihilation

Another homo molecular annihilation process like IT A is singlet-singlet annihilation (SSA). The
process is controlled by Forster transfer and occurs when the singlet concentration is very high.

When two singlet excitons collide in the sense of approaching each other closer than their
Forster radius, one of them can transfer its energy to the other. In analogy to IT A, the reaction
can be summarised as:

Sn ~ S1 +heat

If SSA occurs, which is the case at very high excitation doses, the excitation dose dependency
of the fluorescence is non-linear and the singlet lifetime is reduced. The scheme of Figure 2.11
illustrates the annihilation process.

2. 6.

2. 6. 1.

Morphological effects

Aggregation, dimer and excimer

The emission of aggregated species can give a major contribution to the total emission of a
polymer sample, especially in solid-state thin films. It appears when conjugated segments of
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different polymer chains (or of one coiled chain) get close enough to interact physically and
sometimes chemically forming a weak bond. Attracted by their mutual Coulomb potentials
electron density partly drawn off the backbones constituting a break of conjugation.

Figure 2.12 The sandwich geometry of an anthracene dimer9 .

One refers to a dimer when two identical molecules aggregate in their ground state; a possible
geometry is illustrated by Figure 2.12 showing the 'sandwich' of two dimerised anthracene
molecules. Dimers possess an absorption spectrum because the ground state wave functions of
the contributing molecules interact. It resembles the monomer absorption spectrum although it
is subject to significant broadening, which also applies for the emission spectrum. In addition,
the latter are red-shifted with respect to the monomer emission as the major contribution arises
from the v = 1 vibronic instead of v = 0.
An excimer can be formed by the interaction of a ground state molecule with one in an excited

state. Its ground state is repulsive. Depending on the cherhical ability of a polymer to form
excimers, an exciton migrating along a polymer chain might find a ground state partner to
interact with. Consequently, no absorption spectrum can be attributed to the excimer. Excimer
emission involves a transition to the repulsive ground state; hence it is red shifted and appears
featureless without vibrational modes 11 • An excimer formed between chemically molecules or
repeat units is called exciplex.

Separation, r

Separation, r

Figure 2.13 An excimer exhibits a dissociate ground state; hence its luminescence emission
does not show vibrational modes45 .
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On account of the thermal energy required to overcome the potential barrier during excimer
association, an increasing quantum yield is observed with rising temperature. Excimers act as
structural traps; they emit on cost of the polymer fluorescence. Considering the resulting broad
and red-shifted spectra polymer without the tendency to form excimers are preferred for PLED
application.

2. 6.2.

Morphology of thin films and solution

A polymer solution consists of polymer chains imbedded in solvent molecules. Depending on
their molecular weight, the chains are able to diffuse. Chain contacts and with it inter-chain
energy migration as well as a range of bimolecular processes are linked to the concentration of
polymer molecules. In dilute solution, every molecule takes its independent equilibrium
formation, mostly they tend to coil. Aggregation effects might occur here but are much more
probable in poor solution, where the solute is not sufficiently shielded by solvent molecules46 .

The morphology and hence the luminescence of a thin polymer film is influenced by the quality
of the solution it is made of7, by the film fabrication as well as further treatment it has
undergone48 . No solvent is present in the sample so that the chains are densely packed, which
stimulates aggregation when the molecules try to fmd their equilibrium position.
In general, aggregation plays a much larger role in solid state compared to solution. It can be

inhibited when molecular contacts are avoided by imbedding the polymer chains into matrix
molecules which separate them.
Chain diffusion is not possible in solid state but also not necessary to establish energy transport
as frequent molecular contacts guarantee the efficiency of energy transport via resonant transfer
and electron exchange. Therefore, excitons show a high inter-chain mobility in solid-state
conjugated polymers. This is supported by the orientation of chains parallel to the sample
surface, which is observed especially for spin coated films 49 • Additionally, there are methods to
align the chains, e.g. to fabricate lasering films of polyfluorene.
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3. EXPERIMENT

3. 1.

3. 1. 1.

Polymers

Polyfluorene

The conjugated polymer mainly investigated in this study is polyfluorene. Electrically excited or
hit by UV radiation this material exhibits a bright, saturated blue fluorescence emission (see
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and section 5.3) with relatively high quantum yields and a low intersystem crossing rate (up to 3
percent29 ). Its synthesis is described in the literature50 . Commonly two octyl side chains are
substituted to the repeat unit (PFO) but also other versions exist e.g. the ethylhexyl substituted
poly[9,9-di(ethylhexyl)fluorene] (PF2/6). Several batches of the latter have been kindly
provided by R. Guentner from the research group of Prof. U. Scherf at the University of
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Figure 3.1 Absorption spectra of thin films of PF2/6am4 and PMOT. Inset: The chemical structure of
PF2/6 (above) and PMOT (below).
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Potsdam/Germany. The chemical structure of PF216 is shown in Figure 3.1. Since colour and
intensity of the blue luminescence of polyfluorene are strongly susceptible to the influence of
impurities, in particular keto chain defects 36 , there have been attempts to modify the synthesis of
PF216 in order to reduce these effects 51 ' 52 • The amine endcapped PF216 provided by R. Guentner

exhibits a higher colour stability than plain PF216 and has been used for some of the presented
polyfluorene measurements (with kind permission of C. Rothe, who carried out these
experiments).
For the study of the role of keto defects in polyfluorene a series of fluorenelfluorenone copolymers (PFO/PFl) was used, keto fractions ranging from 0.1 to 25 percent fluorenone in
polyfluorene. These co-polymers as well as the polyfluorene (PFO) and polyfluorenone (PFl)
homopolymers were thankfully received from P. de S. Freitas of the group of Prof. U. Scherf.
The results obtained with them are shown in section 5. The chemical structure of the 9,9bis(3, 7, 11-trimethyldodecyl)fluorene and 9-fluorenone repeat units they consist of can be found
in Figure 5.1, section 5. Here is an overview of the polymers and co-polymers provided by P. de
S. Freitas, who determined their molecular weights:
Table 1 Compendium of the series names, fluorenone input levels and molecular
weights of all PFO/PFl co-polymers used in this study. Please note that the
molecular weight of PFl, pure polyfluorenone could not be determined due to its

Name

Fluorenone Level I percent

Molecular Weight I 104 *g*mor 1

PFO (1)

0

9.3

PFO/PF12

0.1

1.8

PFO/PF13

0.2

1.2

PFO/PF14

0.5

1.7

PFO/PF15

1

2.0

PFO/PF16

2

5.6

PFO/PF17

5

1.2

PFO/PF18

10

1.7

PFO/PF19

25

2.5

PFl (10)

100

?

3.1.2.

PMOT

The polymer family of polythiophenes offers the possibility to investigate the dependence of
polymer luminescence on the structural properties of the emitter. This can be achieved by
chemically modifying the structure of the polythiophene via application of different side chains
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or via polymerisation of head-to-head instead of head-to-tail coupled repeat units. The blue
emitting poly(3-methyl-4-octyl-thiophene) (PMOT) exhibits large torsion angles between the
single repeat units. It has been investigated via time-resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy
and photo-induced absorption measurements. The chemical structure of PMOT with two side
chains attached to the backbone (C 8H 17 and CH3) is shown in Figure 3.1 in the head-to-head
coupled variant. Its synthesis route is described in the literature53 . The PMOT results are
presented in section 4.

3.2.

3.2. 1.

Sample fabrication

Solutions

All of the presented measurements were carried out either on solutions of conjugated polymers
or on thin films. The first step was always the preparation of a solution, which happened under
cleanroom conditions. Toluene was used as a solvent for polyfluorene type materials,
chlorobenzene for PMOT. For solution measurements the concentration was usually adjusted to
achieve a maximum optical density of ~ 1. In all other cases, i.e. for concentration dependent
measurements, the explicit values will be given in the text. As the concentrations for film
samples have an effect on the thickness of the film they were held constant at: 15 milligrams of
PF2/6 per milliliter toluene, 20 milligrams of the PFO/PFl co-polymers per milliliter toluene
and 45 milligrams ofPMOT per milliliter chlorobenzene.

3.2.2.

Spin coating and sample storage

Film samples were fabricated using a spm coating apparatus: Spectrosil discs of 12 mrn
diameter were covered with film solution and spun very fast (at 2500 rpm) for 60 seconds
leaving a thin layer of solvent-free polymer on the disc.
Polymer films, especially polyfluorene type, are most subject to degradation. As spin coating
takes place in an air atmosphere, an oxide layer forms immediately at the surface. Additionally,
oxygen is present in the bulk of the film because the precursor solution is prepared in air and
contains oxygen. The photooxidation of the film then takes place quickly in the presence of UV
light, which is the reason why - for the most recent measurements, presented in section 4 films were fabricated in "yellow" light, kept in dark and measured immediately.
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3.3.

3. 3. 1.

Sample characterisation

Film thickness

Sample thicknesses were measured using a TENCOR Alpha Step Stylus. The values obtained
could be found in the range of 40 to 100 nanometers, depending on the concentration of the
precursor solution and the polymer. The accuracy of the alpha-step measurements was low:
Film-to-film variations within the same sample batch could amount up to ±10 nm. However,
even single films could not be fabricated smoother than ±5 nm. The necessity of cutting the film
by hand (using razor blades) prior to the determination of the thickness worsened the accuracy
of the measurement additionally. Absorption spectroscopy of the films produced a much more
reliable and reproducible characterisation.

3. 3.2.

Abso~ption

spectra

Absorption spectroscopy of films and solutions was carried out using a LAMBDA 19 (PERKIN
ELMER) double beam spectrometer. Normalised spectra of a PF2/6 and a PMOT film are
shown in Figure 3.1. Depending on the sample the maximum optical density was located
between 0.2 and 0.7 (for films) with a value of 0.1 to 0.4 at 355 nm, which was used as the
excitation wavelength.
For the temperature dependent PMOT absorption spectra recorded by C. Rothe (section 5) the
spectrometer was fitted with a liquid nitrogen cryostat.

3.4.

Steady-state photoluminescence measurements with the
FLUOROMAX

3.4.1.

The setup

Steady state photoluminescence measurements were carried out usmg a spectrometer
(Fluoromax 3, JOBIN YVON), which could be fitted with a displex closed cycle helium
cryostat (the same as for photoinduced absorption measurements). The setup of the instrument
included a continuous excitation source (a Xenon lamp). The excitation slit could be adjusted to
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achieve intensities in the low milli- to the microwatt range. The luminescence of the excited
sample was then collected perpendicular to the excitation beam and, after monochromation,
detected using a photomultiplier tube. Measured spectra were intensity corrected with the
characteristic spectral response curve of the photomultiplier tube (for emission scans) or the
emission profile of the Xenon lamp (for excitation scans).

3.4.2.

Measurements

The Fluoromax offered the possibility to quickly record steady state emission (scan over
emission wavelengths) and excitation spectra (scan over excitation wavelengths) of solution and
film samples. For these purposes, fluorescence cells (all four windows made of quartz, content
3 ml) were used to contain the solutions. Thin films could additionally be examined at low
temperature down to 10 K by fitting them into the helium cryostat.
The problem encountered in particular for film measurements was the high intensity of scattered
excitation light, which distorted the spectra. Therefore the amount of scatter had to be
minimised prior to scanning. As the maximum of excitation light is collected when the film
faces both excitation source and detection optics at an angle of 45 °, a reduction could be
achieved by slightly turning the film sample out of this position or by collecting emission
through the back of the quartz disc carrying the film sample. However, the problem could never
be solved completely and scatter was always observed as soon as a spectrum scanned across the
excitation wavelength.

3.5.

3.5. 1.

Time-resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy

The setup

The extremely sensitive apparatus used for time-resolved luminescence spectroscopy (TRS) was
set up by C. Rothe.
The excitation of the (solution and film) samples was provided by the third harmonic of a pulsed
Nd: Y AG laser (SL312, EKSPLA) with a pulse width of 150 ps and an output frequency
tuneable between 1 and 10Hz. At the laser wavelength of 355 nm (3.5 eV) the output energy
per pulse could amount up to several millijoules. In order to avoid undue sample degradation,
this had to be reduced by beam splitters, neutral density filters and a polarisation filter. Finally,
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the sample was excited by 2 rnJ down to a few ).l.T per pulse (measured using a pulse power
meter Nova, OPHIR OPTRONICS), the cross section of the laser beam being about the size of
the area of a film sample.
The cryostat utilised for fi lm measurements was a displex closed cycle helium apparatus with a
lowest temperature of - 15 K. The usual combination of rotary and turbo pump created the
necessary dynamic vacuum (10- 3 Torr at room temperature to 10-5 at low temperature) inside the
sample chamber.
Two mirrors focused the luminescence emitted by the excited polymer sample onto the entrance
slit of a monochromator (Triax 180, JOBIN YVON SPEX). A 380 nm cut-off filter provided the
necessary protection of the detection optics against scattered laser light. To record even weakest
phosphorescence spectra a gated red-enhanced CCD camera (4 Picas, Stanford Computer
Optics) was employed for detection. The sensitive time gate (defined by delay time and
exposure) was controlled via computer. Whereas for the measurements presented in section 5
and 6 an electrical trigger was provided by the laser, for section 4 an electro-optical trigger (via
photodiode) was applied, which reduced the signal jitter from 300 ps to the diode response time.
The camera itself exhibited a response time of 4 ps.

connection to
frame grabber
card

laser

CCD Camera

entrance slit

monochromator

optics

cryostat

Figure 3.2 Setup of the TRS experiment, presented with the permission of C. Rothe 17 .

3.5.2.

Measurements

The setup described above provided the possibility of a thorough examination of the emission of
polymer samples, which involved polymer solutions as well as thin films. Whereas the former
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were degassed prior to measurement and then studied at room temperature in a quartz degassing
cell, the latter were fitted into the cryostat and studied under dynamic high vacuum.

First of all, photoluminescence spectra were recorded. Here, the temporal resolution allowed for
the distinction between prompt fluorescence (PF) and delayed fluorescence (DF) (or
phosphorescence (Ph)) spectra. The former were usually recorded in the first microsecond or
(with the electro-optical trigger applied) within the first 25 nanoseconds- for each spectrum an
average over 20 laser shots was taken. DF and Ph detection took place after this time window
with varying delay and gate times (up to 90 ms after excitation); for each spectrum 100 pulses
were averaged. A spectral resolution of one nanometer could be achieved. The background
spectrum, which was always taken before the start of a measurement, was automatically
subtracted from the measured spectrum.
Decay curves of all three investigated kinds of luminescence were measured by varying the
delay and gate time of the camera. Here, one has to distinguish between integrated
measurements (mostly used for PF), where the gate time is much longer than the luminescence
lifetime, and differential measurements, where the lifetime exceeds the gate time, which then
has to be adjusted for each data point in order to prevent the luminescence signal from vanishing
at longer delay times (used for DF and Ph).
Furthermore, the excitation dose dependency of PF, DF and Ph signal was determined within
the energy range of the laser (from a few to 2000

~).

This required the use of different neutral

density filters and subsequent measurements of the pulse energy.
Of course, all of the above experiments could be carried out for both films and solutions.
Additionally, films were studied at temperatures from 300 K down to 15 K using the helium
cryostat.

3. 6.

3.6.1.

Time-resolved photo-induced absorption spectroscopy

The setup

As explained in the theory section, the excitation of a conjugated polymer leads to the formation
of excitons Sm which quickly relax back to S1 or T1 states. Then a metastable phase sets in until
the excitons are decayed to the ground state S0 • During this period, the absorption of a photon
can transfer the exciton back to a higher excited state. The absorption signal is then proportional
to the total population of the investigated type of exciton regardless of whether they emit or
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decay non-radiatively. Hence, a photo-induced absorption (PIA) experiment was set up to
monitor the decay of non-emitting excited states i.e. triplet excitons in the visible spectrum.

Similar to the TRS measurements, the types of examined samples included degassed solutions
and thin films. Again, solutions were studied in a quartz degassing cell at room temperature and
films (under dynamic vacuum) in a closed cycle helium cryostat (LEYBOLD) with quartz
windows and a minimum temperature of 10 K. The excitation of the samples was provided by
exactly the same laser like for the TRS using the same range of pulse repetition rates (depending
on the lifetime of the excited state) and output energy (measured by a pulse power meter Nova,
OPHIR OPTRONICS). Again, the excitation area matched approximately the area of a film
sample.
At an angle of

~

20

o

to the laser beam, the output of a 200 W tungsten lamp served as the

absorption probe beam. Since optimised results are obtained when the excited sample area
matches the probed area, the broad, continuous beam had to be focused by a lens. A 435 nm cutoff filter and a water filter protected the sample from undue degradation. Having passed the
sample the white beam was collected by a further lens and mirror onto the entrance slit of a
monochromator (BENTHAM, TM 300). The monochromated light was detected by a fast
silicon PIN diode (S5052, HAMAMATSU) combined with a homebuilt transimpedance
amplifier. The response of the system was restricted to the visible spectrum, as can be seen in
Figure 3.3.
Although the fall time of the diode amounted to only a few nanoseconds, the temporal
resolution of the set up was limited to the order of 10 )..LS by the amplifier. Using scattered
excitation light of the known pulse width the instrument response function was measured at
20 )..LS (not shown here). Finally, the voltage signals were monitored by means of a digital
oscilloscope (TDS 350, TEKTRONIX), which was triggered electrically by the laser. After
averaging the decay curves on the oscilloscope (256 pulses for each measurement) they could be
transferred to computer using a LABVIEW program, which was modified for this purpose.

3. 6.2.

Measurements

The setup described above was mainly used to investigate triplet and excimer states in solutions
and films of PF2/6 am4 and PMOT down to temperatures of 10 K (for films). Due to several
technical problems only a few of the measurements have gone to publication, most were of test
character. This section is to point out what has been measured at all, even if it is not presented in
this thesis, and which problems have been encountered.
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Figure 3.3 Spectral response of the PIA system: The wavelength dependent output of the Si

PIN diode irradiated by the tungsten lamp, measured on the TDS 350 oscilloscope; the
white light was monochromated using the TM 300 monochromator.

Mostly, decay curves of rarely or non-emitting excited states have been recorded. Prior to such a
measurement, the wavelength of maximum absorption of the examined excited state was
determined and compared to the literature. This maximum is located around 800 nm for the
PF2/6 triplet-triplet absorption (varying between film and solution) and around 670 nm for the
PMOT signal. The nature of the latter has been analysed in section 4.
Depending on the optical density of the polymer sample, absorption signals of up to 1 %(at t=O
after excitation) could be observed. Thin films usually exhibited a weaker absorption than
solutions. PF2/6 absorbed slightly stronger than PMOT. Noise levels for decay curves amounted
to approximately 5 % of the initial absorption (after averaging, which took about half a minute
at a repetition rate of 10Hz). Although this corresponds to only about 0.05% of the baseline
signal without absorption, the noise level created resolution problems relatively independent of
the sample temperature, especially for the determination of lifetimes of long-lived exited states.
Despite the attempt to replace the diode detector with a coolable photomultiplier tube, no
significant improvement of the background noise could be achieved.

The confirmation if the observed signal originated from triplet excitons or from another excited
state was accomplished by a comparison to the literature (PIA maximum wavelength and
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spectra) and to signals obtained from TRS e.g. the decay kinetics of phosphorescence had to
coincide with the decay kinetics of PIA in the case of an observation of triplet excitons.

Scanning the monochromator across various wavelengths, photo-induced absorption spectra
could be measured. The signals obtained were corrected according to the spectral response of
the system shown in Figure 3.3. However, the duration of exposure of polymer samples to
radiation plays a crucial role for their degradation, in particular for thin films. Since the process
of recording a single decay curve took comparatively long (30 s) and during this time samples
were illuminated by a combination ofUV laser pulses and an intense continuous beam of white
light, sample degradation only allowed for the recording of very coarse spectra of not more than
10 to 20 nm steps. The high intensity of the white light was necessary to maintain reasonable
signal-to-noise levels especially in spectral regions with a low detector response. On the other
hand, it caused a heating of the samples, which was noticeable at low temperatures - a low
temperature of 10 K was usually raised to 14 K by radiation.

The effect of sample degradation or alteration by interchain processes during recording process
could be noticed when a decay curve at one wavelength was repeated and decay kinetics found
to be changed to a degree depending on the polymer investigated. Since these processes are
fastest right at the beginning of the measurement -they happen even during the recording pf the
first decay curve- the obtained spectra and decay curves can hardly be recognised as accurately
reflecting the properties of the investigated polymer. An example series of decay curves, one
recorded shortly after the other, is presented in Figure 3.4. The polymer under investigation is
the polythiophene MS-Y. The whole measurement required only 7 minutes, while the decay
signal was monitored at different oscilloscope time scales in order to capture long and short
time decay. However, a general trend regarding the decay kinetics can be observed with time,
which I attribute to the degradation of the polymer film caused by laser light and the white
probe beam despite the use of several UV and IR filters. The observed irreversible decay
changes proceeded slower but were still present when low laser intensity was used. It cannot be
excluded that they are accompanied by spectral shifts as well but the detection of such changes
lies beyond the capabilities of the experiment as spectra are not recorded instantly but require
the recording of several decay curves. This is a serious disadvantage of PIA measurements of
thin polymer films and was always observed, to a degree dependent on the polymer studied.
Commonly, polymer solutions were much less subject to degradation or morphological
alteration e.g. as the reservoir of excitable molecules is constantly renewed due to convection
and diffusion in the solution container. Nevertheless, the objects of investigation in the context
of this thesis were actually thin films, as these are understood to be the precursors of PLEDs.
One way to overcome or at least alleviate the observed effects might be by using a pulsed probe
beam to prevent the polymer molecules from continuous irradiation.
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Figure 3.4 PIA decay curves of a thin film of the polythiophene MS-Y, monitored at
780 nm. The time at which the signal was recorded is stated in the figure legend in minutes
after the first irradiation of the film sample. The legend also shows a measure for the time
resolution of the oscilloscope. The fast part of the decay can be observed shrinking until it
has disappeared after about 7 minutes. The inset depicts the chemical structure ofMS-Y.

The second problem, posed by time resolution, was tried to solve as PMOT signal lifetimes
were found to be of the order of 50 JlS and less. However, all attempts to improve the situation,
e.g. the use of a faster amplifier or the use of photomultiplier tubes instead of the diode, failed
for various reasons - the fast amplifier created a noise level far too high for measurement
purposes and for the photomultiplier tube variant the weak link was the connection to the
oscilloscope. Hence several features of the examined decay kinetics were beyond resolution,
which is the reason why the PIA setup will have to be arranged in a completely new way.
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4. Long-lived photo excitations in PMOT

4. 1.

Introduction

When studying the photophysical properties of conjugated polymers one comes across
significant variations of essential characteristics such as the energy54 , mobility and lifetime of
excitons, energy and quantum yield 55 of the fluorescence, ISC rate29 or the mechanisms
responsible for delayed fluorescence 19'

56

.

As these properties depend on a wide range of

structural parameters of the investigated polymer the influence of a single parameter is rather
difficult to identify. The polymer family of polythiophenes offers the possibility for a systematic
stud/9• 55 • 57 • While the structure of their backbones is always a polythiophene, different side
chains can be attached to the repeat units thereby tuning the torsion of the polymer chain and
modifying interchain interactions. Moreover, head-to-head coupled repeat units can force a twist
of the chain out of planarity - eventually, this leads to a tuning of the polymer luminescence via
altering the effective conjugation length. High torsion angles cause the spectrum to blue-shift
and the luminescence quantum yield to drop 55 . In fact, the concept of effective conjugation
length has been fully developed during studies of polythiophenes.

The low PLQY of the blue-emitting polythiophenes impedes efficient device applications since
most of the input energy is lost to non-radiative decay channels competing efficiently with
radiative decay. These include singlet separation to free charges or geminate pairs, the
formation of interchain aggregates58 and excimers59 , internal conversion at impurities or chain
distortion sites and, of great importance in polythiophenes, high ISC rates 60 to the triplet
manifold due to the presence of the sulphur atom in every repeat unit. The nature of these
processes is reflected in the nature and kinetics of long-lived excited states - this section is
based on a study of long-lived photoexcitations in the blue emitting poly(3-methyl-4-octylthiophene) (PMOT), which has been published jointly by C. Rothe, A.P. Monkman and myself
.

4 61

m two separate papers · .

4.2.

Abstract

Using time-resolved photo induced absorption and gated emission spectroscopy, long-lived
photo-excitations of the solid-state conjugated polymer poly(3-methyl-4-octyl-thiophene)
(PMOT) have been detected and analysed at different temperatures. Whereas at 15 K
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phosphorescence and delayed fluorescence are observed, at ambient temperatures the delayed
emission, redshifted with respect to the prompt fluorescence, is assigned to excimer
fluorescence. Via photo-induced absorption, we observe triplet-triplet absorption at 15 K and, at
room temperature, excitations with extremely long lifetimes of 300 ms at 289 K are detected.
These are allocated to triplet excimer formation.

4. 3.

Experiments

Thin films of PMOT were studied by time-resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy (carried
out by C. Rothe, see section 3.5) and photo-induced absorption (see section 3.6). The inset of
Figure 3.1 shows the chemical structure of head-to-head coupled PMOT. For further
information about the polymer please see section 3.1.2. The process of fabrication of the thin
polymer films studied is described in section 3.2.2 and sample thickness as well as a PMOT
absorption spectrum can be found in section 3.3.

4. 4.

Low temperature observations and discussion

Depending on the sample temperature different types of delayed luminescence can be observed
in solid-state films of PMOT. The lower part of Figure 4.1 presents the prompt fluorescence
(PF) and delayed luminescence (CCD delay of 3 flS) recorded at 15 K. Clearly, the latter
spectrum consists of a high- and a low-energy portion. The former of these is located around
2.66 eV isoenergetic to the low temperature PF spectrum. Therefore it is attributed to delayed

°- Son transition (delayed fluorescence, DF) of PMOT. The low-energy

emission from the S1

part exhibits a shape similar to PF and DF but is red-shifted to these emissions by about 0.7 eV.
As the peak energy (at 1.95 eV) agrees with the energy of the triplet exciton as observed by
Monkman et a!. 62 for solutions of PMOT in benzene (2.2 eV), this emission is attributed to the
spin forbidden T 1

-

S0 transition and termed phosphorescence (Ph). Note that a perfect

agreement between both energy values cannot be expected because of the red-shift, which is
usually encountered when comparing solid state Ph to solution, e.g. for MeLPPP6'
PF2/6 62 • 63 •

62

and

The offset between PF and Ph of 0.7 eV is characteristic for conjugated polymers

exhibiting phosphorescence.
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Figure 4.1 Comparison of normalised prompt (•) and delayed(£) luminescence spectra at 289 K (3-100
11s) and 15 K (3-1000

jlS).

Figure 4.2 b) shows the integral decay kinetics of DF and Ph at 18 K - it presents an integrated
measurement as the data points have been obtained by C. Rothe from spectra taken at various
delay times but all with the long gate time of 5 ms. As long as the DF shown in Figure 4.2 is
still measurable the Ph signal decays slowly. However, the double logarithmic scale is used to
show that the long time Ph decay obeys a power law with a slope of -1. This corresponds to a
slope of -2 for the differential Ph decay.
Using the same type of PMOT samples (thin films as described in section 3.2) as in the TRS
experiment, PIA measurements were carried out under similar experimental conditions
(dynamical high vacuum, 15 K). The energy of the Tn +-- T 1 transition ofPMOT was taken from
Burrows et a/. 1.85 eV60 (determined for a solution of PMOT in chlorobenzene; the value
corresponds to a wavelength of 670nm) and found to match approximately the T n +-- T 1 energy
of the investigated films. Figure 4.2 a) presents the decay kinetics of the PIA signal - the
experiment has been carried out with virtually no gate time and is therefore a representative of
differential measurements. If PIA really monitors the decay of the triplet manifold the decay
curve should be proportional to the first derivative of the Ph kinetics obtained from TRS, which
is apparently the case, see Figure 4.2 a). Observing emitting triplet excitons (Ph) and triplet-
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triplet absorption at the same time is a valuable means to prove the validity of both
measurements and the reliability of the obtained decay kinetics.
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The integral kinetics of the DF ( T) and Ph ( •) emissions of PMOT at 18 K; the long time Ph obeys a
power law with a slope of -1.

Which photophysical mechanism is responsible for the observed delayed fluorescence? The DF
kinetics derived from the measurement shown in Figure 4.2 cover only two orders of magnitude
in time. C. Rothe recently improved the experiment to cover eight orders of magnitude in time,
which proved to reveal much more information about the physical processes involved in the
delayed fluorescence of PF2/6 (not published). Still, the first derivative of the DF integral
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kinetics obeys a power law with a slope of -1.3. Such power law kinetics are characteristic for
delayed fluorescence arising from the thermally activated recombination of precursor species.
Two types of these species have been identified to cause DF in other conjugated polymers such
as thin films of MeLPPP 19 or in PF2/6 films, where a slope of -1.4 was observed at 20 K 7 . DF in
the former polymer has been attributed to the delayed recombination of geminate pairs (GP) 19 •
64

.

Another possibility for DF emission encountered in polyfluorene is the annihilation of triplet

excitons (TTA) 56 . One can distinguish between GP and TTA by comparing the excitation dose
dependency of DF to those of triplet signals such as the Ph. In the case of TTA the excitation
dose dependency of the DF is expected to be the square of the Ph dependence whereas for GP
recombination both Ph and DF intensity should depend linearly on the excitation dose.
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Figure 4.3 Dependencies of delayed luminescence (Ph •, DF A ) intensity on the laser pulse power at 20
K on a double logarithmic scale.

As can be seen in Figure 4.3 the slope ofthe Ph in a double-logarithmic plot was measured to be
0. 7. This sub linearity might be seen as an evidence for the occurrence of a nonlinear quenching
process for triplet excitons- such as singlet-triplet annihilation (ST A) or TTA. Now a DF slope
of 1 would favour geminate pair recombination while 1.4 would stand for triplet-triplet
annihilation as the origin ofDF. Apparently, the signal is linear for low excitation doses (Figure
4.3). These observations are somewhat contradictory as the DF seems to arise from geminate
pair recombination but simultaneously the Ph signal is subject to nonlinear quenching, which
suggests the existence of a quenching mechanism only for triplets - such as TT A. Perhaps this
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contradiction can be explained by DF arising partly from GP and partly from TTA with an
increasing influence ofTTA as the excitation dose rises. Indeed, this assumption is supported by
the fact that the slope of the DF signal of 1 does not properly fit the experimental data. Instead,
it increases with rising excitation dose. Above

~

7 !Jllpulse, the behaviour of the DF curve

might be approximated by the square of the Ph data, especially as their turning points between
high and low excitation dose coincide at 20 !Jllpulse.
Such turning points have also been observed in PF2/6 7 and are attributed to a non-linear
absorption phenomenon (bleaching) at very high laser intensity. Consequently, the polymer
sample is saturated with excited triplet states and the dependency of DF and Ph signals after the
turning point supports the assumption of the previous paragraph: Both signals show sub linearity
with a DF slope of 0.6, which is double the Ph slope of 0.3 - TTA seems to be the DF
mechanism at high excitation doses.
Summarising the above, it is difficult to identify one source of DF from the available data. At
low excitation dose the linearity of the DF signal indicates GP recombination although in this
case the Ph signal should be linear as well. At excitation doses above 20 !Jllpulse all available
data suggest TTA. Unfortunately, no decay kinetics have been measured in this excitation
regime to provide further evidence of a connection between singlet and triplet exciton signals.
Additionally, the PIA experiment is not able to distinguish between TTA and GP: On the one
hand geminate pairs cannot be detected with the system used because they absorb in the infrared
outside the detection range and on the other hand triplet excitons and their corresponding PIA
signals exist no matter if they are mobile (and cause TTA) or immobile and the DF is caused by
GP recombination.

4.5.

Room temperature observations and discussion

Now attention shall be turned to the long-lived photoexcitations encountered at room
temperature.

Figure

4.4

illustrates

the

temperature

dependence

of the

delayed

photoluminescence of PMOT. The black data points have been obtained by integrating the
delayed spectrum ( 1-100 !J.S) over the spectral range from 1.65 to 2.15 eV (compare to Figure
4.1) - they represent the thermal behaviour of the phosphorescence signal. Obviously, no
phosphorescence is observed at temperatures above 180 K, which can be interpreted as a direct
result of intensive triplet quenching due to the increasing phonon activity at higher temperature.
This is reflected in the room temperature spectrum of the delayed emission, shown in the upper
part of Figure 4.1.
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Observing the DF signal across the same temperature range should result in a similar graph. The
corresponding data set has been obtained from delayed spectra (1-1 00 J..LS) integrating from 2.2
to 3.0 eV. At first, the signal seems to be decreasing slightly with rising temperature but, unlike
the Ph curve, it remains almost constant between 70 and 160 K followed by a steep rise starting
at 220 K. No matter if TTA or GP is the source of delayed fluorescence in PMOT - this is a
completely untypical thermal behaviour for DF as singlet excitons should be quenched by
internal conversion similar to triplets. A consideration of spectra and decay kinetics can help to
resolve this contradiction:
First of all, the emission spectra will be analysed. Note that the red measurement points shown
in Figure 4.4 were obtained by integration over the spectral range from 2.2 to 3.0 eV and thus
the resolution of temperature dependent spectral changes is minimal. Comparing the room
temperature delayed spectrum (peak at 2.5 eV) to the DF spectrum at 15 K (peak at 2.7 eV) the
former is red-shifted by about 0.2 eV. This shift occurs H'etween 100 and 200 K unnoticed by
the integral measurement of Figure 4.4, which therefore shows the sum of the DF and the shifted
luminescence signal in the red data points.
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Figure 4.4 Temperature dependence of the integrated (1 - 100

~s)

PMOT delayed

luminescence. Symbols .A. and • refer to DFIEF and Ph, respectively. The inset shows the
structure of head-to-head coupled PMOT.

There are several indications that the high temperature emission arises from a source completely
different from long-lived singlet excitons - excimers (hereafter the emission will be referred to
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as EF). As mentioned before, there is a red shift between high and low temperature delayed
emission- this entails that the EF spectrum is not isoenergetic to the room temperature PF.
Moreover, the shape of the EF peak is almost perfectly a Gaussian in contrast to the slight hump
that is visible at the red side of the PF peak both at high and low temperature. Gaussian shaped
emission bands are typical for excimer fluorescence as has been explained in section 2.6.1.
Second, the decay kinetics of the DF/EF emission change from power law at 15 K (Figure 4.2)
to double exponential at room temperature (Figure 4.5) with characteristic times o f (1.0 ± 0.2)
and (11.0 ± 2) J.lS. As an exponential behaviour is expected when no non-radiative channels are
involved in the decay process65 the room temperature emission cannot originate from migrationcontrolled processes such as TTA or geminate pair recombination but must originate from
isolated emission sites e.g. traps, aggregates or excimers. Due to the similarity of the spectral
shape ofPF and EF traps are excluded as the origin.

0

10

20
30
Delay time I f..LS

40

Figure 4.5 Integral kinetics of the PMOT delayed emission recorded at 289 K. The solid

line represents a double exponential fit with time constants 1.0 and 11

j.!S.

Remain aggregates or excimers. As it is evident that the room temperature and low temperature
emissions are different signals, one can attempt to explain the combined DFIEF thermal
behaviour. The temperature region where the red-shift from DF to EF occurs happens to be
exactly the region where the DF/EF signal remains constant. Below 100 K only DF is detectedas would be expected from the Ph behaviour the signal is slightly decreasing with rising
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temperature. Above 200 K the data points represent only the EF - here, the increasing
luminescence signal indicates a source of luminescence which is thermally activated. The
formation of both, aggregates and excimers requires activation that can be provided in the form
of thermal energy. As is shown in Figure 4.4 about one third of the final intensity is detected at
~

240 K allowing an estimate of the activation energy of the underlying physical process to be

~

20 meV. For emitters with a non-dissociative ground state such as aggregates one would

expect the emission to persist even if the polymer sample is cooled down to 15 K unless the
emission process itself does require thermal activation. The latter is surely not the case as it
would contradict the exponential decay kinetics of the EF signal.
Instead, the experimental results make sense when excimers are assumed as the EF emitters.
Their association regime continues at least up to room temperature apparent from the rising
luminescence intensity. The onset of excimer dissociation is expected to occur at much higher
temperatures as it would entail non-exponential decay kinetics 9•
How can the double exponential decay be explained? One possibility is the existence of two
different but equally probable excimer configurations. Three arguments can be used to support
this assumption:
1. The formation of excimers involves the overlap of 1t and n:*-orbitals. Hence, common
excimer geometries, e.g. for anthracene, involve a cofacial arrangement of at least two
aromatic rings (benzene or thiophene) from different chains or chain segments 66 . Due to
the asymmetry of the thiophene ring one would expect co facial configurations in such a
way that the sulphur atoms overlap. As is explained in the introduction of this section,
side chains play an important role for the photophysical properties of a polythiophene.
In the case of PMOT, these are arranged asymmetrically- an octyl chain on one side
and a methyl group on the other. When two thiophene rings overlap, these side groups
can either match or they can be arranged such that octyl overlaps with methyl.
Consequently, slight differences between the different excimer configurations arise
regarding the radiative decay constant or the luminescence wavelength, the former
being caused by two degrees of symmetrically forbidden decay.
Of course, this is only one possibility to obtain two slightly different excimers. Numerical
calculations have not been carried out to support these specific configurations but the idea
should be made clear.
2. As predicted by the former argument, a red-sh(ft of the EF spectra from 2.54 eV
(488 nm) to 2.52 eV (491 nm) is observed within the first few microseconds - this
matches the time where the decay kinetics (Figure 4.5) show the transition from the
shorter radiative decay to the longer. After that, the energy of the emission peak remains
constant indicating that actually two states are observed, which are located at slightly
different energy levels.
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3. The double exponential decay has not only been observed by time-resolved
photoluminescence spectroscopy but also by photo-induced absorption of thin PMOT
films at room temperature. The lifetimes of the emitting excimers (1 and 10 !lS) are too
short to be detected with the temporal resolution of the PIA setup (limited to > 10 !lS).
Nevertheless, a PIA signal was detected at 670 nm exhibiting extremely long lifetimes.
Figure 4.6 presents the corresponding decay kinetics and obviously they are double
exponential - despite the poor quality of the measurement two lifetimes of (50 ± 5) !lS
and (300 ± 150) rns can clearly be distinguished. Which other excited state detectable in
this spectral range could be so extremely long-lived but triplets? Although no
corresponding excimer phosphorescence signal could be detected it is very likely that
the PIA decay kinetics belong to the triplet counterparts of the emitting excimers.
Qualitatively, they show the same decay kinetics, only the lifetimes have become
exponentiated by ISC from the singlet to the triplet excimer state. As in Figure 4.5 half
of the signal arises from the fast and half from the slow contribution, supporting the
assumption of two excimer configurations with equal probability of formation (see 1.).
Indeed, Subudhi et a/. showed that PIA is a suitable experiment to detect triplet
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excimers for c.r,et-dinaphthylalkanes59 and similarly discovered exponential decay
kinetics.

An on-chain triplet concentration can be ruled out as the origin of high temperature PIA signal

for the various reasons: The PIA signal detected at 15 K corresponds to the emission of
phosphorescence. Both signals are proportional- hence, triplet-triplet absorption decreases with
rising temperature like the Ph. The temporal resolution and sensitivity of the TRS experiment
would suffice to detect Ph if there was any, especially when exponential decay kinetics are
observed pointing to an isolated decay of immobile species, unaffected by external quenching.
Instead, the lack of an emission corresponding to the PIA signal indicates the observation of an
excited state for which radiative decay is much more strictly forbidden than for triplet excitonshere, most probably the spin forbiddeness of a triplet state is combined with the symmetry
forbiddeness of the excimer decay. Furthermore, the long-lived PIA signal is not observed at
15 K and apparently arises from excited states requiring thermal activation.
Finally, it must be noted that the PIA spectrum of room temperature films does not match that of
room temperature PMOT solution or low temperature films. While the peak of the latter is
found at 670 nm the former seems to be blue-shifted up to 600 nm and broadened.
Unfortunately, the quality of the PIA measurements did not allow to record a presentable
spectrum. However, such differences are expected as no excimers occur at low temperature.
Furthermore, the formation of intrachain excimers - the parallel arrangement of neighbouring
thiophene rings of the same chain made possible by a flexible bond between the repeat units which could be encountered in solution as well, is highly unlikely due to steric hindrance
provided by the side chains and the torsion of the chain. Even for a polythiophene like PMOT
with a strong tendency to form chain coils this type of excimer formation is more likely
encountered in polymer solutions rather than solid state.

4. 6.

Conclusion

In this work the photophysical properties of the conjugated polymer PMOT have been analysed
with respect to its long-lived photo excitations as observed in the solid state. Two temperature
regimes with entirely different properties can be distinguished. At temperatures below 100 K
phosphorescence and delayed fluorescence are detected. They exhibit properties similar to those
found in the conjugated polymers MeLPPP6 and PF2/6 63 • The origin of the DF cannot clearly be
assigned to geminate pair recombination or TTA as contradictive results are obtained depending
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on the excitation dose regime. Whereas GP recombination seems to be probable for low doses
TTA is favoured in the high dose regime.
The room temperature observations are different in so far as now delayed emission as well as
photo induced transient absorption originate from excimer formation. A thermal activation of
estimated 20 meV is required for excimer association. As a consequence of the asymmetry of
the repeat units of PMOT, it is proposed that two equally represented configurations of singlet
excimers are formed, leading to double exponential decay of their emission at room
temperature. Both of them undergo ISC to form triplet excimers, which are observed using PIA
measurements with lifetimes in the millisecond range at 300 K.
Excimers have previously been observed in polythiophenes. Seeing the presented study in the
context of general photophysical properties of this family of conjugated polymers, one can
explain their high ISC rates (about 60% for PMOT 29 ) as a consequence of excimer formation.
Considering the intensity of EF emission these excimers are efficient exciton traps - moreover
they are sufficiently isolated from the external quenching mechanisms to undergo ISC and form
triplet states.
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5. Investigation of f/uorene-fluorenone co-polymers and
the origin of keto emission

5. 1.

Introduction

Polyfluorenes are a widely studied family of conjugated polymers on account of their saturated
and bright blue emission, which makes them interesting materials for applications in
electroluminescent devices. Partly, this owes to their inter-system crossing rate, which is low 67
as in most homo atomic conjugated polymers. Here, their intrinsic structural variability might be
useful - polyfluorene morphologies as different as the so-called ~-phase48 or the liquid
crystalline phase, which exhibits polarised emission50 , have been observed and studied
extensively with prospects for PLED applications.
Despite these promising findings there is a phenomenon impeding commercial polyfluorene
devices: Instability of emission intensity and colour. A broad green emission band appears in
photoluminescence spectra but especially affects electroluminescence36· 68 • Its presence does not
only distort the luminescence colour but is additionally accompanied by a reduction of the
quantum yield. In the literature this emission has sometimes been attributed to excimers and,
recently, with more convincing evidence, to keto defect sites36•

68 69
•
•

The latter with their

characteristic carbonyl groups can form via photo-oxidation of polyfluorene chains (formation
of jluorenone repeat units), which explains why the unwanted emission is enhanced in aged or
degraded thin films 70 • In these samples signals typical for carbonyl groups could be detected via
infrared spectroscopy. However, their effect on polymer luminescence is only vaguely
explained - keto defects themselves might act as exciton traps but also the formation of homoor heteromolecular excimers or dimers might play a role. A systematic investigation of the
problem is difficult as in samples of "pure" polyfluorene the background level of keto
contamination strongly varies with time as it is supposed to arise from chemical polymer
degradation. The rate of degradation again varies with the conditions of sample preparation and
storage. The error of estimating this level is especially high as usually very low keto
concentrations are encountered - still, they entail remarkable changes in the photo- and
electroluminescence of a polyfluorene sample.
As a first approach, the quenching of the delayed luminescence of PF2/6 arn4 due to ultraviolet
radiation was investigated with the result that the overall photoluminescence is affected by
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degradation and, in addition to delayed fluorescence, the green emission band appeared. The
spectra are not shown here but resemble those presented in section 5.3. Secondly, P. de S.
Freitas of the research group of Prof. U. Scherf kindly provided a series of co-polymers
synthesised from 9,9-bis(3,7,11-trimethyldodecyl)fluorene and 9-fluorenone repeat units
(PFO/PFl) with a broad range of fl uorenone fractions 27 . The chemical structure of the fluorene
and fluorenone repeat units can be found in the inset of Figure 5 .1. The co-polymers served to
simulate a controlled degradation of polyfluorene with the additional possibility to observe
phenomena only visible at very high fluorenone levels. Techniques used for these investigations
include steady-state and time-resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy, steady-state absorption
and excitation spectroscopy as well as a flash photolysis experiment carried out by my
supervisor, Prof. A.P. Monkman. Attention has been paid to dependencies of the signals on keto
level and temperature as well as, for solutions, on concentration. It must be noted that the
presented data and discussion will be published in the near future but are still incomplete and
subject to further analysis.

5.2.

Absorption

Regarding the question whether excimers are involved in the quenching processes the
application of absorption spectroscopy might be useful. Excimers exhibit a dissociative ground
state, stimulated by thermal motion an overlap between neighbouring orbitals, the formation of
ground state excimers, only occurs statistically - invisible for absorption spectroscopy. In
contrast to this, dimers possess a physical ground state and can always be detected via
absorption spectroscopy. Still the exact experimental identification is difficult as already low
keto levels can have an enormous quenching effect on the emission of polyfluorene but are hard
to detect in any other way. As mentioned before, the series of fluorene-fluorenone co-polymers
(PFO/PFl) provided by P. S. Freitas offers a wide range of fluorenone percentages (0.1 up to 25
percent), which overcomes this concentration problem. These polymers have been used to
investigate the interactions between fluorene and fluorenone repeat units via absorption
spectroscopy of solution and solid state samples.

5.2. 1.

Thin films

Figure 5.1 shows the normalised absorption spectra of thin films of the co-polymers. All
samples exhibited a similar maximum optical density of 0.3 - 0.4 ensuring that no spectral
distortions arise due to the normalisation procedure. Before this step, the spectra have been
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converted from optical density A (in the decadic logarithmic scale provided by the absorption
meter) to fraction of absorbed intensity IA!Io (10 being the initial intensity of the incident light)
using Lambert-Beer's law (Equation 2.1):

I x = I 0 · exp(- a · c · x) = I 0 · exp(- A · ln 10)

ln

1
x

= -A · ln 10

Io
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Figure 5.1 Normalised absorption spectra of thin films of PFO/PFl co-polymers. The
legend illustrates the keto fractions present in each sample. Inset: Chemical structures of
the fluorene and fluorenone repeat units of the PFO/PFl co-polymers.

The normalised spectra of IA!Io in Figure 5.1 have been obtained from the PFO/ PFl co-polymers
synthesised using 25, 10, 0.2 and 0.1 percent fluorenone as well as the corresponding poly(9,9bis(3,7,11-trimethyldodecyl)fluorene) (here referred to as PFO) homopolymer. The shape of the
homopolymer absorption is representative for all commonly used polyfluorenes such as
poly(9,9-diethylhexylfluorene) (PF2/6) even though the peak in the absorption spectrum of the
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latter (compare Figure 3.1) appears to be broader at its blue side. Characteristically, it shows one
maximum within the detection range, which is located at 3.2 eV and known to correspond to the
0-0 singlet transition of polyfluorene71 •
The co-polymers exhibit the same absorption peak but also additional features attached as less
intense shoulders to the red (2.65 eV) and blue side (4.0 eV) of the PFO absorption maximum.
A systematic increase in both additional signals can be observed as the fraction of keto repeat
units rises.
To complete the picture, a comparison of these results with absorption spectra of pure
polyfluorenone would be necessary. Unfortunately, the polyfluorenone synthesised by P. deS.
Freitas does not dissolve in common solvents such as toluene or chlorobenzene and, therefore,
no film or solution samples of this polymer have been available for study. In the literature, one
finds absorption spectra of the corresponding monomer, 9-fluorenone, in solution for various
solvents. They exhibit a pronounced solvatochrornism but generally the singlet 1t ~ n*
absorption modes are found in the ultraviolet, extending down to ~3.75 eV (330 nm) 72 •
Additionally, an absorption feature is found around 3 eV, which has been attributed to 1t ~ n1t
absorption 73 , from which a fluorenone triplet state is directly populated. Unfortunately, the latter
reference goes back to 1966, which means that it had to be taken from another paper and could
not be checked. However, this absorption feature is found here and it will be shown later that it
is very probable to arise from direct triplet absorption of fluorenone, even if the exact
assignment of a 1t ~ n1t transition cannot be confirmed completely.
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Figure 5.2 The fluorenone triplet absorption at 2.65 eV increases linearly with the fluorenone level input
during co-polymer synthesis. The straight line represents a linear fit as guide to the eye. All values ± 2 %.

As the fluorenone percentages of the investigated co-polymers are rather low, the length of
fluorenone segments of the co-polymer chains will statistically not exceed 2 or 3 repeat units
(for 25% fluorenone) and, therefore, bear monomer or oligomer character. Taking into account
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the solvatochromism of the fluorenone absorption spectra and possible red-shifts caused by the
extended conjugation length one attribute the "blue" shoulders of the co-polymer spectra to the
1t- n* singlet excitation and the "red" shoulders to the 1t- n1t triplet excitation of fluorenone.
The latter has been confirmed via excitation spectroscopy, see section 5.4.
Finally, Figure 5.2 shows that the intensity of the "red" shoulder increases linearly with the
percentage of fluorenone repeat units in the sample, although the first and lowest data point is
slightly offset the linear fit. However, this data point does not correspond to one of the copolymers but to PFO- it reflects the level ofPFO absorption and not offluorenone. Apparently,
it is not zero - the proximity of the PFO absorption peak causes the offset of the linear fit. The
linear dependency can be taken as evidence that the fluorenonelfluorene ratio input during the
synthesis of the co-polymers is maintained in the resulting co-polymers. Each of the data points
represents the value of the absorption at 2.65 eV of spectra normalised like the spectra shown in
Figure 5.1.

5.2.2.

Solution

The absorption spectra of solutions of PFO/PFl 7 (5% fluorenone) in toluene have been
investigated for various concentrations, in mg per rnl: 2, 0.4, 0.08 and 0.016. The polymer
exhibits a molecular weight of I 04 g/mol. As expected, the fluorenone absorption bands at 2.65
and 4.0 eV were found in solution as well, their intensity depending linearly on the solution
concentration (not shown here).
As the recorded spectra resemble the film spectra shown in Figure 5.1 they are not presented
here. More important information has been obtained form steady-state emission and excitation
spectra of the same set of solutions- these measurements reveal much more pronounced effects
of the fluorenone repeat units than detectable by absorption spectroscopy (sections 5.3 and 5.4).

5. 3.
Using

the

Steady-state photoluminescence emission
FLUOROMAX

spectrometer

described

m

section

3.4,

steady-state

photoluminescence spectra have been recorded of thin films as well as of solutions of PFO and
PFO/PFl co-polymers for various keto levels. Whereas solution spectra have been obtained for
room temperature only, thin films have additionally been studied at low temperatures of 160, 80
and 40 K. For solutions, special regard has been paid to the concentration dependence of their
photoluminescence emission.
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Figure 5.3 Steady-state photoluminescence spectra of thin films ofPFO/PFl co-polymers above: recorded
at room temperature for PFO/PFl containing 0.1, 1 and 10 % fluorenone as well as the PFO
homopolymer. below: recorded at four different temperatures for PFO/PFl 7 (5 % keto, top curves) and
PFO/PF12 (0.1 %keto, bottom curves).

5.3.1.

Thin films

Figure 5.3 (top graph) presents the room temperature steady-state photoluminescence spectra of
thin films ofPFO/PFl co-polymers containing 0.1 , 1 and 10% fluorenone repeat units as well as
the emission of the PFO homopolymer for comparison. All spectra were recorded using an
excitation at 355 nm or 3.5 eV to ensure the comparability of these measurements with results
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obtained from the TRS experiment, which utilises an Nd:YAG laser beam of 355 nm as
excitation source.

Fluorenone Content I Percent
PFO Intensity I PFO + Keto Intensity

spectral range:2.8- 3.0 eV
Keto Intensity I PFO +Keto Intensity

spectral range:2.2- 2.4 eV

0

0.1

1

10

1

0.75

0.16

0.03

0

0.25

0.84

0.97

Table 2 A compendium of the intensity ratios between PFO prompt fluorescence
and keto emission for thin films of different keto levels.

Two main emission features can be distinguished: First of all, a structured signal occurs
between 2.6 and 3 eV - its intensity decreases rapidly with rising fluorenone content.
Depending on the investigated polymer, it consists of two or three modes separated by
180 meV, which corresponds to the characteristic frequency of a C=C stretch mode. This
emission is identified as prompt fluorescence (PF) from the first excited singlet state of PFO and
represents the only feature in the spectrum ofPFO.

For the co-polymers, an additional, rather unstructured band is detected between 2 and 2.5 eV. It
increases and red-shifts by about 150 meV as the fluorenone level rises. This emission is
commonly attributed to keto defects but still its origin remains unclear. It will be the objective
of this study to reveal its nature.
It should be noted that the dependence of the relative intensities of PFO and keto emissions on

the fluorenone content of the sample is not linear, see the table above. Obviously, the PFO
prompt fluorescence is markedly quenched for low keto levels, so that almost all of the
photoluminescence is keto emission already at 1 %. Furthermore, the quantum yield decreases
with rising keto content. Both observations indicate that energy is transferred from PFO singlets
to excited states that exist in connection with fluorenone, in accordance with the common
observations on the luminescence of degraded polyfluorene samples.

The low temperature photoluminescence spectra shown in the bottom graph of Figure 5.3
exhibit the same dependencies on keto level as their room temperature counterparts.
Additionally, two temperature effects are observed: As cooling freezes out chain motion giving
rise to more planarity of the polymer molecules, their effective conjugation length rises. This
causes a slight red-shift of the spectra. Second, an increase of the absolute intensity of PFO
prompt fluorescence is observed with decreasing temperature (about 30% more going from 300
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to 40 K) while keto emission remains stable. Figure 5.3 presents normalised spectra to illustrate
the enhanced PFO!k:eto ratio. The transition between the high and low keto emission regime
must occur between 160 and 300 K as no remarkable spectral change is observed below 160 K.
Unfortunately, the coarse thermal resolution of this measurement inhibits a more exact estimate.

2.0 Steady-state emission

3.0

PFO/PFI 7 solutions (5°/oketo)
Eex 3.5 eV

--3.5
- - 3.3
- - 3.0
- - 2.8
- - 2.6
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Figure 5.4 above: Room temperature steady-state photoluminescence spectra of toluene
solutions of PFO/PFl 7 (5 % fluorenone) at concentrations of- 2.7*10-7

7*10-6

-

3*10-5 -

-

1.3*10-6

-

1.7*10-4 M. The dashed lines are guides for the eye to indicate the red-

shift of the PF. below: The photoluminescence of the PFO/PFl 7 solution from above (at

7*10-6 M) excited with different photon energies.
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5. 3.2.

Solution

The steady-state photoluminescence spectra of PFO/PFl solutions and their dependence on the
keto level were comparable to that of the thin films. Here, main interest was focused on their
concentration dependence in order to detect possible interchain effects involved in the keto
emission process.
Figure 5.4 (top graph) presents the room temperature spectra (excitation at 3.5 eV) of toluene
solutions of PFO/PFl 7 (5% keto) for concentrations ranging from2.7*10- 7 up to 1.7*104 M.
They exhibit a pronounced concentration dependence in so far that the PFO/keto ratio decreases
simultaneously with the emission intensity as the density of polymer chains increases. The
nature of the underlying physical processes has been further investigated via excitation
spectroscopy, see next section.
Additionally, a red-shift of the PFO prompt fluorescence is observed as the concentration of the
solution is increased - although for all investigated samples excitation at 3.5 eV remains
constant as there is little shift in the absorption band. The phenomenon affects the first PF mode
(total shift: 0.06 eV) stronger than the second (0.01 eV) while for the third mode hardly any
shift can be detected due to the presence of keto emission. Again, further experiments are
required before assumptions can be made about the origin of this effect: As can be seen in the
bottom graph of Figure 5.4, the photoluminescence of a medium concentrated (7*10-6 M)
toluene solution of PFO/PFl 7 also depends on the photon energy utilised for excitation with
respect to emission intensity as well as the shape of the spectrum. Far more photoluminescence
(both PF and keto) is emitted upon exciting the sample at 3.0 eV- however, 3.3 eV does not
simply yield the intermediate spectrum between 3.5 and 3.0 eV but lead to a reduced PF with
simultaneously (at least partly) enhanced keto emission. As expected, only the latter is detected
for every excitation wavelength below the PF emission spectrum. Such extraordinary behaviour
can only be illuminated by further investigation via excitation spectroscopy.

5.4.

Steady-state excitation spectra

Excitation spectroscopy is useful for the assessment of absorption features. In the investigated
case, PFO singlet absorption at 3.2 eV was encountered in the co-polymer samples accompanied
by absorption signals related to fluorenone, presumably fluorenone triplet absorption at 2.65 eV
and fluorenone singlet absorption at roughly 4.0 eV. The same PFO/PFl samples as in section
5.3 were studied using the FLUROMAX in the excitation spectroscopy mode.
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Figure 5.5 Steady-state excitation spectra of thin films of (top) PFO homopolymer,
emission at 446 nm (2°d PF mode) monitored at 300 and 40 K (middle) PFO/PFl 5 (1 %
keto), emission at 446 nm monitored at 300 and 40 K (bottom) PFO/PFl 5, emission at
550 nm (keto peak) monitored at 300 and 40 K.

5.4. 1.

Thin films

Figure 5.5 shows steady-state excitation spectra of thin films of PFO and PFO/PFl recorded at
emission wavelengths of 440 nm (2.82 eV, corresponding to the second mode of the prompt
fluorescence of PFO) and 550 nm (2.38 eV, in the middle of the keto emission peak) for 300
and 40 K. Apparently, no major changes occur upon varying these parameters apart from the
increase of PFO emission with lower temperature, which has already been observed in the
emission spectra, see previous section. No direct keto excitation is found for thin films of
PFO/PFl as the curves in Figure 5.5 match only the PFO absorption band observed in the
corresponding film absorption spectra. A slight difference between excitation and absorption
signals is encountered regarding the shape of the peak, which seems to consist of two parts for
the former (a spike occurs at the red side) while the latter are always smooth. This finding will
be further commented in the next section, which presents solution excitation spectra.
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5.4.2.

Solution

Figure 5.6 shows a compendium of concentration dependent excitation spectra acquired by
FLUOROMAX measurements using PFO/PFl co-polymers dissolved in toluene.

Mainly investigated was the PFO/PFl 7 containing 5 % fluorenone, which exhibits strong keto
emission but a still detectable intensity of the polyfluorene PF as its photoluminescence. The
second mode of the latter (at 440 nm or 2.82 eV) has been monitored for Figure 5.6 a).
Essentially, dilute solutions of PFO/PFl 7 (2.7*10- 7 M, corresponding to a maximum optical
density of ~0.5 at 3.2 eV) exhibit excitation spectra identical to those of thin films of PFO or
PFO/PFl, compare to previous section. These show only one peak located in the spectral range
of the PFO singlet absorption (between 3.1 and 3.5 eV). As has already been observed for thin
film excitation, this feature is slightly more structured than the corresponding absorption. There
is no fluorenone contribution to the PF emission.

Upon increasing the concentrations of the PFO/PFl 7 solutions (by a factor of 5 for each
presented graph), the formerly slightly structured peak at 3.2 eV splits into two: A sharp
component at its red side (FWHM only 0.1 eV), which shifts to the red and a broader part that
blue-shifts. However, this effect is not due to a concentration dependence of the excitation
properties of the polymer but an artefact of the detection system instead. Shortly speaking, the
extremely high optical density of the solution sample causes that the absorption of the excitation
beam happens within the first millimeter of solution. Hence, all emission comes from this
region, which, unfortunately, lies at least partly outside the area sampled by the emission
collection optics. With increasing concentration this region gets smaller and smaller resulting in
a decrease of the collected emission where absorption is strongest - in the spectra, this appears
as a gap which broadens with concentration and finally affects the entire excitation band so that
no more emission is collected - the shifting peaks at the gap sides shrink. The overall shape of
the excitation spectrum does not change with concentration, which has been confirmed by using
very thin fluorescence cells (spectra not shown here; they resemble those of dilute solution).
Bearing in mind that the corresponding steady-state emission spectra (Figure 5.4, top graph)
have been recorded exciting at 3.5 eV, the concentration dependent decrease of PLQY can be
explained by this pseudo-gap in the excitation spectrum.

Attention is turned now to Figure 5.6 b) which deals with the actual objective of this study:
Keto emission. It presents a series of excitation spectra analogous to Figure 5.6 a) but
monitoring the photoluminescence ofPFO/PFl 7 solutions at 520 nm (2.38 eV), in the middle of
the keto peak. In order to cover the observed intensity range completely, spectra are shown on a
logarithmic scale.
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Comparing Figure 5.6 a) and b), it is found that PFO absorption can excite keto emission. In
fact, it represents the only excitation path for dilute solutions (as well as thin films of low keto
content) - energy transfer takes place from PFO singlets to the excited states responsible for
keto emission. The concentration dependence of keto excitation via PFO is identical to the
direct excitation of polyfluorene PF (unfortunately, detection artefacts affect it as well).

Apart from PFO-keto energy transfer there is another path to excite keto emission - not via
fluorenone singlet absorption, as this should be detected around 4.0 eV in addition to the PFO
signal in similar resolution as for the absorption spectra, but via what is assumed to be direct
jluorenone triplet excitation, see section 5.2. The corresponding signal exactly matches the
triplet absorption peak observed in Figure 5.1 and grows about linearly in intensity as the
concentration of the solution is increased. No artefacts affect this signal.
The spiky appearance of the peak is caused by the emission spectrum of the excitation source
(Xenon arc lamp) and could not be removed completely despite normalisation of all excitation
spectra with respect to the lamp emission profile. Summarising the above, there are two
independent ways keto emission can be stimulated: Energy transfer from PFO singlets but also
direct excitation of fluorenone triplets. Obviously, the presence of fluorenone triplets rather than
singlets is linked to the emission.

For completion, Figure 5.6 c) presents concentration dependent excitation spectra for 550 nm
(keto emission) that have been recorded using PFO/PFl solutions containing different levels of
fluorenone (5 and 0.2 %). PFO excitation with artefacts is observed for both as well as
fluorenone triplet absorption. With respect to the former, fluorenone excitation is more intense
for 5% keto- as expected. Note that the spectra of0.2% have been divided by a factor of 10
for presentation purposes.

5.5.

Time-resolved delayed luminescence in thin films

Using time-resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy (TRS) thin films of several polymers
have been studied. Attention was paid to a systematic investigation of the PFO/PFl co-polymers
containing different levels offluorenone involving PFO/PF18 (10% fluorenone) and PFO/PF13
(0.2% fluorenone). The results obtained are supplemented by similar measurements previously
carried out for thin films of pure PF2/6 am4 by C. Rothe (these data are presented with his kind
permission). The latter polymer was especially useful, as of all available pure polyfluorenes its
photo- and electroluminescence is least affected by the presence of keto groups.
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The following sections present results on the decay kinetics of the delayed luminescence of the
polymers above. All measurements are differential; they have been obtained with variable delay
and exposure times of the detector, the latter being about Ill 0 of the former.
To each decay curve presented in section 5.5.3 belongs a set of spectra, from which the data
points for the decay kinetics have been obtained via integration over an appropriate spectral
region. These spectra have been given numbers in the order of their delay time, which are used
to identifY and compare spectra taken in similar time regimes. As the same recording routine has
been utilised for all of the presented differential decay data same numbers always correspond to
the same point in the decay curve; they are shown in the legends of Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8.

5.5.1.

Room temperature OF and keto emission spectra

Figure 5. 7 shows some of the spectra of the delayed luminescence at room temperature. These
have been selected to illustrate spectral changes occurring while recording the decay curve. The
record number of the spectrum is show in the figure legend to simplifY the identification of
"early" and "late" spectra.
Basically, all consist oftwo parts, a rather structureless band at 2.2 to 2.3 eV and a more or less
intense emission consisting of several modes at about 2.95, 2.8 and 2.6 eV. Located isoenergetic
with respect to the PFO fluorescence the latter is recognised as the delayed fluorescence (DF) of
polyfluorene. Apparent form the separation between its modes, this emission couples to the
polymer backbone.
The broad red-shifted band has formerly been assigned to an emission linked to the presence of
keto defects in PFO. As can be seen from the spectra presented in Figure 5.7, there is clearly a
positive correlation between this emission and the fluorenone level in the sample, supporting the
former assumption. However, the analysis of the spectra can yield even more information about
the connections between sample chemistry and photophysics. First of all, the room temperature
keto emission shifts from 2.3 to 2.2 eV with rising fluorenone level, an observation, which will
be commented later after the low temperature spectra have been shown.
Regarding the spectral evolution with time, for PF2/6 am4, which shows almost plain DF after
90 ns, keto emission dominates the first spectra in a decay record. Similarly, the PFO/PFl 3
spectra mainly consist of the keto band, only at very long delay times the onset of DF is visible
- PFO/PFl 8 cannot be considered for this matter as here band emission is observed throughout
the complete decay measurement with only a weak contribution of what might be the third DF
mode. It must be noted, that both emissions exhibit almost identical decay kinetics (see section
5.5.3) in the delayed luminescence regime but that keto emission actually starts shortly after the
prompt fluorescence of PFO and dominates the PF spectra for high fluorenone concentrations.
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What is actually meant by "high" concentrations becomes clear when comparing the intensity of
the DF for the different polymers. Whereas DF decreases rapidly and spectra change completely
from

~0%

keto (PF2/6 am4) to 0.2% (PFO/PFl 3), the change is less significant between 0.2

and 10 % keto. Obviously, keto emission grows on cost of the DF very efficiently, as has
already been observed for the PF. Therefore, 0.2% can be considered as a high keto
concentration, at 10 % fluorescence quenching is definitely saturated.
Please note that room temperature decay kinetics have been recorded for PFO/PFl solutions as
well. The corresponding spectra showed keto emission and DF similar to the spectra in Figure
5.7. However, their lifetimes were shortened due to the high phonon activity and chain mobility
in solution so that the decay kinetics obtained do not necessarily reflect intrinsic photophysical
properties of the co-polymer. One important conclusion could be drawn from these
measurements: Keto emission as well as DF are quenched in the presence of oxygen. Their
intensity is enhanced upon degassing the solution investigated. Example spectra can be found in
Figure 5.11 in the discussion section (5.7.2).

5.5.2.

Low temperature OF, keto and phosphorescence spectra

Figure 5.8 shows again spectra of the delayed emission of thin films of different polymers with
variable fluorenone concentration (PF2/6 am4, PFO/PFl 3 and PFO/PFl 8) but for the low
temperature regime.
Again, DF and keto emission are observed but generally these signals are much longer lived
compared to their room temperature counterparts in Figure 5.7. There are more differences:

a) Whereas for PF2/6 am4 keto emission was initially visible at 280 K, DF rising at later times,
at 140 K DF is present form the beginning. Keto emission is even weaker and DF even
stronger at 40 K - as these spectra do not change in the course of the decay measurement
only those corresponding to the first data point of the decay curve are shown.

b) The same effect is observed for PFO/PFl 3. As here more fluorenone is present, keto
emission is more pronounced than for PF2/6 am4. However, in contrast to the 290 K spectra,
three modes of the PFO DF are clearly visible at 40 K after about 60 ns, making possible the
recording of the DF decay kinetics at 40 K. An additional emission is observed at long delay
times (>10 ms). It shows two modes at

~2.0

and

~2.2

eV, separated by the 180 meV

characteristic for emission coupling to a ground state existing on a benzene ring, and is
commonly attributed to PFO phosphorescence (Phf. PF2/6 am4 exhibits the same long-lived
phosphorescence emission (spectra not shown here) although more intense.
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c) At low temperature, PFO/PFl 8 with 10 % keto still shows much less DF than keto emission.
The latter obviously consists of two parts, splitting into peaks at 2.3 eV and 2.1 eV, which
exhibit different lifetimes. For 145 K as well as 40 K the peak at 2.1 eV is initially stronger
than its bluish companion but this relation inverts for long delay times. Comparing these
long-time spectra of 145 and 40 K, the 2.1 eV portion is slightly more pronounced for 145 K
-altogether the relation between the 2.1 and 2.3 eV signals is very similar to that between
keto emission and DF. The former are always stronger at short delay times and for higher

temperature. No phosphorescence is encountered in PFO/PFl 8.

Summarising the above, the keto emission decreases with decreasing temperature. At low
temperature and high fluorenone concentrations clearly two types of this emission at about 2.1
and 2.3 eV can be distinguished. The former is shorter lived and more pronounced at relatively
high temperature. PFO phosphorescence is observed for long delay times but not at high
fluorenone concentrations. It behaves similarly to the PFO delayed fluorescence.

5.5.3.

DF and keto decay kinetics

Figure 5.9 shows a double logarithmic presentation of the decay kinetics of the DF and the keto
emission found in thin films of the three polymers PF2/6 am4, PFO/PFl 3 and PFO/PFl 8
introduced in the previous sections. The curves have been corrected for fluctuations of the laser
intensity as soon as the source of the emission - and with it the excitation dose dependency was known.

All decay curves - of DF as well as keto emission and for all three polymers and the three
investigated temperatures (room temperature,

~140

K, 40 K)- can be described in qualitatively

the same way. They consist of mainly three parts.

The build-in of the signal does not belong to them but is a systematic error of the measurements:
As mentioned above, these differential decay curves were recorded by a CCD camera with a
different delay and exposure time for each data point and spectrum. The shorter the delay the
shorter was also the exposure (about 1110 of the delay). The camera, however, can only shut and
open within 200 ps - thus for delays in the very low nanosecond range the intensity of the
recorded emission is usually underestimated sometimes resulting in a pseudo-build-in of the
decay curve.
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After that, afast decay occurs with log-log slopes of the order of -3 or -4, which is followed by
a region where the decay curve almost perfectly obeys a log-log slope of -1. At longer delay
times, depending on the temperature at which the decay was recorded and the investigated
polymer, a transition from slope -1 to -2 is observed. The occurrence and the position of the
corresponding turning points are extensively discussed in the following section as they reveal
important information about the nature and the physical processes of the investigated emissions.

Naturally, for PF2/6 am4 only DF decay kinetics could be recorded as keto emission is hardly
present in this polymer, see Figure 5.3. Turning points occur faster with rising temperature.
For PFO/PFl 3 containing 0.2% fluorenone repeat units, keto as well as DF emission is present
at room temperature and 40 K. However, the room temperature DF signals proved to be too
weak to obtain a reasonable decay curve. Comparing keto and DF signals at 40 K, where one is
an almost exact copy of the other, it might be assumed that this is the case for 290 K as well.

For PFO/PFl 8 containing 10% fluorenone, DF decay curves are shown as well as till_,;;:- 11fthe
keto emission despite the poor quality of the data. The keto graphs clearly exhibit the transition
mentioned above, turning times decreasing with rising temperature. One can only guess the
same dependence for the DF curves although turning points can hardly be identified. However,
obviously the DF lifetime decreases with rising temperature and, again, DF and keto signals run

parallel.
As will be discussed in section 5.7.2, the observed slopes as well as the turning points can be
interpreted making use of the hopping theory for excited states in conjugated polymers. The
question is now: Which states are involved in the keto emission process? The following section
is included in this thesis to provide additional information about the triplet excitons of both,
fluorenone and polyfluorene.

5.6.

Triplet-triplet absorption spectra from flash photolysis

So far, only the singlet excitons of PFO have been investigated via steady-state luminescence
and time-resolved spectroscopy techniques regardless the fact that keto emission can be excited
via direct fluorenone triplet absorption. On one side, triplet excitons are connected to the
emission process - on the other, energy transfer from PFO to keto can result in the same
photoluminescence. The possibility that this is actually energy transfer from PFO to fluorenone
triplets, must be taken into account.
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In order to study the effects of keto defects on PFO triplet excitons, triplet-triplet absorption
measurements have been carried out by my supervisor Prof. A. P. Monkman. They included two
types of experiment: Photoinduced absorption (PIA, similar to the experiment described in 3.6)
was utilised to obtain a T 1-Tn spectrum of a thin film of PFO in order to estimate the red shift
between solid state and solution signals (shown in Figure 5.10). T1-Tn spectra of polymer
solutions were obtained from flash photolysis measurements. Here, the setup is similar to PIA:
A pulsed electron pump beam excites a benzene solution, in which beside the polymer biphenyl
is present, thereby creating biphenyl triplets of high energy. Via energy transfer from biphenyl
to the polymer, the triplet exciton manifold of the latter is efficiently populated. A probe beam
of white light is absorbed by these triplets, exciting them from T 1 into a higher energy level. The
intensity of the absorption signal is proportional to the triplet concentration in the sample so that
triplet decay curves and T 1-Tn spectra can be measured by monitoring the time and wavelength
dependent induced absorption.
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Figure 5.10 Triplet-triplet absorption spectra from flash photolysis (FP) of dilute solutions
of PFO, PFO/PFl 2and 6 as well as 9-fluorenone in benzene (with 0.01 M Biphenyl as
triplet generator). The PFO signal is strongly quenched upon introducing keto repeat units.
For comparison, the red-shifted PIA spectrum of a thin film of pure PFO is shown at 80 K.
Presented with kind permission from Prof. A.P. Monkman.

Figure 5.10 shows the T 1-Tn spectra for solutions of pure PFO, PFO/PFl 2 (0.1 % keto),
PFO/PFl 6 (2 % keto) and - as pure PFl could not be dissolved - its corresponding monomer 9fluorenone. The concentrations of the solutes in benzene (+0.01 M biphenyl): 10-4M. As
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expected, PFO triplet-triplet absorption is observed at 1.65 eV (for solution, solid state spectrum
shifted to 1.5 eV) for pure PFO as well as for the co-polymers. The analogue for 9-fluorenone is
located between 2.6 and 3.0 eV. The main information drawn from these data is that comparing the intensities of the PFO triplet-triplet absorption signals among the polymers - the
signal attributed to the PFO triplet manifold decreases much faster than it would be expected
from the decreasing fraction of fluorene in the polymers. The presence of fluorenone strongly
quenches PFO triplet excitons such that going from 0.1 to 2% fluorenone only one third of the
signal at 1.6 eV can be detected.

From the data of Figure 5.10 it can only be speculated if and how much of the fluorenone signal
is detected in the co-polymer solutions. Still, the presented measurements provide an indication
for the important role that triplet excitons play with respect to keto emission.

5. 7.

5. 7. 1.

Discussion

Polyfluorene interchain interactions

Before discussing the results concerning keto defects in polyfluorene, the attention is turned to
the excitation spectra of PFO/PFl solutions shown in section 5 .4.2. Although these are distorted
by inhomogeneous excitation of the sample, filtering the emission in regions of high optical
density they still reveal an interesting effect.
It has been noted that the PFO part of absorption and excitation spectra coincide with respect to
their spectral region and (roughly) their shape. However, their fine structure differs: Whereas
the PFO absorption consists of one smooth band, the corresponding excitation spectra always
exhibit a spike at the red side of the band (at about 3.1 eV, see Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6). This
observation has been made not only in the course of this study, for thin films as well as dilute
and concentrated solutions of PFO/PFl co-polymers containing different keto levels, but is
generally encountered for dilute solutions and films of various types of polyfluorene. The part
of the spectrum which has been assigned to one PFO singlet absorption band (Figure 5.1)
probably consists of two components.
There are several publications by Bradley eta!. 48 · 74-76 that report on aggregation combined with

long-range ordering in annealed thin films of polyfluorene. Experimental evidence for such
processes is mostly given in the form of solid state absorption (and photoluminescence) spectra,
where changes are detected when the film samples have undergone thermal annealing.
Following such treatment, an additional, very sharp absorption feature arises at 2.85 eV.
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Some experimental findings indicate a relation between them and the excitation spike of
untreated polyfluorene or PFO solutions. First of all, Figure 5.4 b) shows that one can excite a
polyfluorene solution at 3.5 or 3.0 eV yielding qualitatively the same emission: Upon excitation
at 3.0 eV even the tail of the first PF mode is clearly visible, the recording of the emission
spectrum starting at 2.95 eV only on account of the detection system. Such a small Stokes' Shift
is very unusual for a polymer but might rather be attributed to an aggregate state as these are
rigid compared to a single polymer chain. Its lower limit could not even be detected. The
excitation spike can be explained when all PFO singlet energy is efficiently transferred to
aggregate sites on a time scale significantly shorter than the lifetime of PF emission. Thus the
luminescence commonly attributed to polyfluorene PF would almost entirely be emitted from
aggregate sites, in thin film as well as solution. When the aggregates, with their non-dissociative
ground state, are directly excited, emission commences faster and is less subject to quenching
entailed by a slight increase of intensity - the excitation profile shows a spike, which is not
visible in the absorption spectrum but only arises due to different processes the excited states
undergo before emission. In agreement with this, the rest of the absorption band remains
unchanged compared to the corresponding excitation spectrum.
The spectral shift between Bradley's absorption feature and the presently discussed excitation
spike can be caused by differences in morphology between the samples investigated76 · 77 • As
mentioned above, the cited references report on the formation of macroscopically ordered
structures, which might be seen as very long aggregates. Intensive annealing over a longer
period of time is required to cause this change of film morphology. The aggregates that could
form in a thin film without this annealing process are expected to occur statistically in places
where neighbouring polymer chains are situated in very close proximity. There, they are
proposed to form only between single repeat units resulting in a blue shift of their excitation
profile. The same argument can easily be applied to room temperature solutions considering that
the highest concentrations used for the studies presented in section 5.4.2 are still lower than
those of the solutions used to spin-coat thin films.
Keeping in mind that the aggregates proposed are presumably low in concentration (without
annealing treatment) their absorption is most probably hidden in the red end of the main PFO
absorption band. To investigate this very interesting but as well speculative picture, the
excitation and absorption spectra of solutions and thin films ofPFO should be studied in greater
detail, paying special attention to very highly concentrated and very dilute solutions as well as
annealed thin films and thin films ofPFO imbedded in the matrix polymer Zeonex. The latter is
a matrix polymer which can be used to separate polymer chains and reduce interchain
interactions.
From all of these considerations it should be expected that the different excited states also emit
differently provided that their emission can be detected. As mentioned above the steady-state

emission spectra upon excitation at 3.0 and 3.5 eV are equivalent - a result which does still
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make sense when very fast energy transfer is assumed to occur from the high energy single
chain to the low energy aggregate states. Here it is interesting to mention an experimental result
obtained by C. Rothe using TRS measurements on films of PF2/6 am4 imbedded in Zeonex (not
shown here). Indeed, accompanying the well resolved modes of the PF, a broader and slightly
blue-shifted emission could be observed matching exactly the spectroscopic characteristics for
single chain emission expected from excitation spectra. Still, this signal was rather weak.
Consequently, the investigation of films with a lower PF2/6 am4 - Zeonex ratio or of different
concentrations of pure PFO solutions will provide more detailed information about the nature of
the single chain state. Furthermore, a better understanding of the relation between the two types
of PFO chromophores can be achieved investigating solutions of PFO/PFl as well as pure PFO
in solvents of different polarity. Solvatochromism might reveal which orbital structures are
involved in the formation of the observed excitations. Perhaps the aggregates proposed here
have little in common with those observed by Bradley et a!.. Further experiments will have to
clarify this point as well.
Finally, I would like to state that I am aware of the speculative nature of the proposed aggregate
picture drawn from only a side effect observed in the course of my study, one
photoluminescence measurement and consultation with my supervisor. However, proving it true
would entail serious consequences on the view to polyfluorene photophysics and, therefore,
further investigations should be undertaken at least to negate the presented arguments.

5. 7.2.

The origin of keto emission

This section presents the interpretation of almost all of the experimental results obtained in
connection with the study of fluorene-fluorenone co-polymers and attempts an explanation of
the origin of keto emission well founded on experiment and recherche in the literature.
It has been confirmed via excitation dose measurements that the delayed fluorescence (DF) of

PF2/6 am4 originates from triplet-triplet-annihilation (TTA) of polyfluorene triplets. Analysing
the decay kinetics of this luminescence, one makes use of hopping theory: Having relaxed via
internal conversion (IC) the triplet excitons migrate through the polymer via Dexter transfer.
Many become quenched at impurities or via IC but some experience the distribution of available
exciton sites as they perform downhill jumps (to sites of lower energy) with a temperature
independent hopping rate78 Yij between sites i and j of energy £ 1 and Ej:

V··=V
lj
0 ·e
Equation 5.1

Rlj..

(-2·r·R .. )
I}

=IR· -R-1
J

l

£·J <£·l
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where

Vo

is a particle dependent prefactor, y the inverse decay length of the localised

wavefunction of the triplet and Rij the spatial distance between the sites i and j. Once a local
minimum is reached, the state of a triplet exciton is described as "frozen" because uphill jumps
proceed much slower as these are rated with a Boltzmann-like expression78 :
(E 1 -E;)

Equation 5.2

Vij=Vo·e

(-2·y·R )
iJ

·e

k T
s·

e·J >e·l

with the above nomenclature, k8 T being the thermal energy in Boltzmann terms. Statistically,
tripl;;ts are then immobile for a period of time dependent on the temperature of the system.
During this time they can undergo stable interactions with each other such as TTA, which leads
to DF emission. According to Monte Carlo simulations 79 confirmed by experimental evidence56
the latter emission decays with a slope of approximately -1 (in a double logarithmic plot).
After a temperature dependent duration, the average triplet has jumped uphill to the next exciton
site, followed by another relaxation to a local minimum and further quenching of the triplet
population. Triplet-triplet interactions are being broken up, resulting in a DF decay slope of -2 56 •
The time when the transition between the -1 and -2 regimes takes place is termed turning point
'tc and exhibits the following temperature dependence (adapted from

79

):

Equation 5.3

with ko as described above, cr denotes the width of the energy distribution of triplet sites, T is
the absolute temperature and c is a parameter empirically determined via Monte Carly
simulation s to be 2/3 for 3-dimensional and 0.9 for !-dimensional motion79 . Comparing DF and
keto decay kinetics, almost identical behaviour is found, which means that the latter emission is
also determined by migration. Combining the experimental results presented in this study with
findings reported in the literature the photophysical processes leading to keto emission are
proposed as follows:

Upon excitation at 3.5 eV (via laser or Xenon arc lamp) of keto-contaminated polyfluorene or
PFO/PFl co-polymers, singlet excitons are formed on PFO chains or chain segments. They relax
via IC and emit prompt fluorescence (PF) but- depending on the concentration of keto defectsa majority of them transfer their energy to keto sites (see excitation spectra). Which kind of
transfer is involved here?
Let us consider that keto emission can be excited via direct triplet absorption (presumably
1t-

nrr) as well. Beside this, singlet excitons transferring to defect sites will undergo

intersystem crossing (ISC) before emission. The 9-fluorenone monomer exhibits an ISC rate
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between 70 and 90 percent of the singlet excitons due to the presence of oxygen in the molecule
providing a mixture of singlet and triplet excited states. Apparently,jluorenone triplets are the
excited state that is finally required for keto emission. From the energetic point of view it is
possible for a PFO singlet (energy 2.9 eV, see Figure 5.8 b)) to be converted to a fluorenone
triplet (energy 2.3 eV80). Now, there are two possibilities for such a process to happen:

A) As oxygen atoms possess strong electro negativity, passing excitons might be trapped by
their electron, the corresponding hole remaining delocalised on a polymer chain but
centered at the oxygen atom. Such a state can be generated via Dexter electron or charge
transfer. One must take into account that the singlet kinetics are dominated by Forster
transfer and quenching as well as by radiative decay. As the time scales of these processes
are much shorter than that of Dexter transfer (see theory section), the latter is somewhat
improbable considering the small concentrations of fluorenone sufficient to generate keto
emission.
On the other hand, such a scenario is likely to occur for the electroluminescence (EL) of
polyfluorene where the formation of excitons via charge recombination requires time. This
can allow single charge carriers to migrate to and be trapped at a keto defect site. The
electron again can bind a hole to form an exciton at the keto site.

B) Another path opens up via Forster radiative transfer. Note that the PF emission spectrum of
polyfluorene ranges from 2.5 to 3.05 eV (Figure 5.3) which gives a good spectral overlap
with the fluorenone triplet absorption (2.4 up to at least 2.9 eV, Figure 5.1). How can this be
brought into agreement with spin conservation? First of all, the triplet absorption represents
a

1t -

nrt transition, which means that, during transfer, the triplet would be built up at the

oxygen atom of the fluorenone repeat unit, which (on its own) exhibits a triplet ground state.
Still, the very high ISC rate of fluorenone is an indication that the molecule possesses a high
degree of mixing among singlet and triplet states. Thus the spin conservation rule is lifted
and Forster transfer is possible e.g. highly efficient intramolecular singlet to triplet transfer
has been reported for molecules of anthracene chemically joint to fluorenone 81 . -The singlet
excited orbitals of polyfluorene interact radiatively with the orbitals of fluorenone resulting

°

in a coupled transition of Snm-sok for PFO (probably with n=l, m=O) and T0 m+-X 0 for
fluorenone (where X refers to a ground state of unknown multiplicity). The mechanism
which is responsible for the trapping of the triplet exciton might still be the attraction of the
electron by oxygen as suggested for A). This mechanism is more probable to occur under
photoluminescence conditions in degraded PFO as here already low fluorenone
concentrations can account for efficient transfer- Forster is larger than Dexter radius.
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Whereas the former scenario is more probable to occur for EL conditions and the latter for
photoluminescence (PL), in principle both of them are physically possible and, as they do not
exclude each other, the transfer process in PFO/PFl will fmally be a combination of both. It is a
common feature of the suggested mechanisms that they populate the triplet manifold of the
fluorenone repeat units and that these triplets exhibit a very low mobility as they are trapped by
oxygen.
In section 5.2 it has been mentioned that the assignment of the red fluorenone absorption band

to a 1 t - nrr triplet transition is not completely confirmed. Regarding transfer mechanism B) it
must be noted that even if one only relies on the good spectral overlap of PFO emission and
fluorenone absorption (if caused by triplets or not), the latter definitely originates from an at
least partly allowed transition as it can be detected via absorption spectroscopy at low
fluorenone concentrations. Hence, the suggested Forster transfer is allowed.
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Figure 5.11 Two spectra of the delayed luminescence of a dilute solution of PFO/PFl 3
(0.2% keto) recorded at room temperature under the same detection conditions (delay:
10 ns). The intensity of keto emission as well as DF grows upon degassing.

Continuing the thought that polyfluorene DF arises via po/yjluorene ITA it has often been
suggested that 9-fluorenone monomers (in various solvent environments) are likely to form
excimers mediated by a jluorenone ITA process 72 • The orbitals of the triplet states on two
adjacent fluorenone molecules interact with each other thus helping to overcome the potential
barrier for excimer formation. The triplets annihilate into one excited singlet state causing the

irreversibility of the excimer formation process. Strong dipole-dipole interactions between the
polar fluorenone repeat units are responsible for the stability of the excited state. Thus, the
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excimer 1s likely to emit as dissociation is weak. Should the observed keto emission be
luminescence from fluorenone excimers then fluorenone triplet trapping must be reflected in

decay kinetics of keto emission in analogy to the DF of polyfluorene. Experimental results
support this point as (in the double logarithmic plots of Figure 5.9) slope regimes of -1 are
observed, which are followed by slopes of -2. In agreement with hopping theory, the turning
points between them occur much later (~ 10 J.!S at 40 K) compared to DF (100 ns at 40 K) due to
the far lower mobility of fluorenone triplets. Despite such good agreement, the fluorenone TT A
mechanism still has to be confirmed by measuring the excitation dose dependency of the keto
emission, which should be quadratic as is observed for the DF. One indication of a triplet origin
of keto emission is already given by the quenching of keto as well as DF emission in the
presence of oxygen, see Figure 5.11. Additionally, this experimental result supports the
assumption that the direct fluorenone absorption originates from triplet excitons.

Figure 5.12 lllustration of the proposed three types of triplet-triplet interaction in
PFOIPFl: The black lines represent polyfluorene chains, =0 stands for a fluorenone repeat
unit and each T for a triplet exciton. ••• two PFO triplets feeling their mutual Coulomb
attraction leading to DF emission via TTA ••• in the presence of keto repeat units: A
fluorenone and a PFO triplet attract each other mediating exciplex formation between the
interacting chromophores •••

two fluorenone triplets attract each other mediating

fluorenone excimer formation.

However, the TT A picture described does not yet explain all of the observed emission features.
Altogether three types of delayed luminescence have been identified in section 5.5: Delayed
fluorescence, keto emission at 2.3 eV and another keto attributed emission at 2.1 eV. The third
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could be separated from the second due to its slightly faster decay and different temperature
behaviour. To explain this, the following is suggested (for an illustration, see Figure 5.12):

Two types of triplet are known to be present in PFO/PFl co-polymers: Fluorenone triplets (FT)
(identified by a direct triplet absorption signal and proposed to be populated via energy transfer)
and polyfluorene triplets (PFT) (DF and Ph have been observed for low keto content and low
temperature). Hence, three types of triplet-triplet-interaction are possible: FT and PFT can
interact with each other resulting in fluorenone excimer emission and DF, respectively, but also
mixed FT-PFT interactions might be possible. In analogy to fluorenone excimers this mixed
type ofTTA might lead to exciplex formation:
As a consequence of overcoming the repulsion between the orbitals of a fluorene and a
fluorenone repeat unit, stable physical bonds can form assisted by the strong electro negativity
of the fluorenone oxygen atom leading to dipole-dipole attraction. Excimer and exciplex are
supposed to exhibit similar properties with respect to their luminescence: Their ground states do
not play a role as they do not exist; and the excited states are based on the same type of
intermolecular interaction involving only the conjugated orbitals of the backbone and the n
orbital of oxygen. In this way the similarity of the emission spectra as well as the decay and
thermal behaviour of both of the keto assisted emissions can be explained.

Remains the question: Which emission belongs to 2.1 eV and which to 2.3 eV? This can be
answered by comparing their dependence on keto level and temperature. While DF is mainly
found at low temperature or low keto level, the emission at 2.1 eV favours low temperature and
high keto level, and keto emission at 2.3 eV dominates at room temperature but still rather low
keto level. Regarding of these relations between the three emissions it shows that the previously
suggested triple TTA picture proves itself:
Polyfluorene triplets interact with each other, their recombination leading to DF emission.
However, TTA is more likely to occur between polyfluorene and fluorenone triplets as the latter
are immobile in contrast to the PFT, which can break up triplet-triplet interactions due to
migration before any recombination and emission has set in. Thus already a low keto level leads
to these mixed interactions and exciplex formation mediated by TTA. It is followed by keto
emission at 2.3 eV that originates from the recombination of the exciplex singlet state. In
analogy to this argumentation, high keto levels with an excess of fluorenone triplets entail the
dominance of fluorenone excimer formation; the emission at 2.1 eV originates from the
recombining singlet state.

The influence of temperature on keto emission is illustrated in Figure 5.13: After a short time
PFO singlet excitons have reached a local minimum of site energy. If they are still not trapped,
their further uphill migration in the sense of hopping theory requires a Boltzmann type thermal
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activation. As a consequence, fewer singlets are keto-trapped and converted to fluorenone
triplets at low temperature. Due to intrinsic PFO intersystem crossing there are also more
fluorene triplets at long times after excitation, leading to more phosphorescence, delayed
fluorescence and 2.3 eV keto emission in comparison to room temperature. In the latter case,
depending on the concentration of keto defects, most of the PFO singlets are trapped at a keto
site and due to the excess of fluorenone triplets many fluorenone excimers are formed, which
emit at 2.1 eV.

Please note that the illustration of trap depths in Figure 5.13 does not attempt to compare the
triplet energies ofpolyfluorene (2.15 eV, see Figure 5.8 b)) and fluorenone (2.3 eV 80). Instead,
Figure 5.13 refers to the fluorenone trap mechanism via electron attraction by oxygen described
above and the distribution of triplet sites experienced by mobile fluorene triplets.

40K
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Figure 5.13 Migration controls the triplet-triplet interactions involving keto repeat units:

Above: At low temperature trapped fluorenone triplets interact with "frozen" PFO triplets
forming exciplexes, which emit at 2.3 eV. Below: At room temperature most PFO triplets
become keto-trapped very fast due to thermal activation of their mobility. Fluorenone
triplets mainly interact with each other leading to excimer formation with emission at
2.1 eV; a high keto concentration has the same effect.

The decay kinetics presented in section 5.5 for the keto emission have been tried to separate into
two components corresponding to the 2.1 eV and 2.3 eV emissions. However, as these
luminescence bands are located so close to each other, the quality of the data obtained has not
been sufficient to clearly identify their decay kinetics and turning points. For this reason, the
following discussion has to rely on the decay spectra of Figure 5.8 c), where the different keto
emissions can fmally be separated by their decay kinetics thus proving that they originate from
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different excited states. It shows, that the TT A picture is also able to describe the decay
behaviour observed in the delayed spectra presented in this section: Emission at 2.1 eV
dominates the first spectra (when fluorenone repeat units are present) followed by keto
luminescence at 2.3 eV and, later, DF. In analogy to the argument used previously, it is
suggested that, in the presence of many keto defects, fluorenone-fluorenone interactions
(excimers) are favoured and lead to emission in most cases thereby depopulating the fluorenone
triplet manifold at early stages after excitation. Repopulation would require direct triplet
absorption or the trapping of PFO singlets, which are not present after 1 ns except for those
created via polyfluorene TTA. Due to an energy barrier (see paragraph above) PFO triplets,
which have formed in the meantime via ISC of the remaining PFO singlets, cannot transfer
directly to keto defects and theFT concentration decreases. Consequently, exciplex formation
between PFT and FT is the favoured interaction now and after the decay of their luminescence
there is a chance for DF.
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Figure 5.14 'tc 'tis the time of the transition between slope regimes -1 and -2 in the log-log
decay curves of DF and keto emission. Its natural logarithm depends linearly on lfl'2, the
interception with the ordinate representing the "attempt to jump" frequency v 0 between the
emission precursors (linear fits yielding: - 11110 ps for the DF of PF2/6 am4, - 1115 J1S
for the keto emission of PFO/PFI 8) and the slope dependent on their trap depth

a (yielding: - 41.3 meV for the DF of PF2/6 am4, - 33 meV for the keto emission of
PFO/PFl 8). The data and fit for the DF ofPF2/6 am4 are presented with kind permission of
C. Rothe.
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As all of these processes are slowed down at low temperature, the emissions are separated best
for high keto level at 40 K (Figure 5.8 c)). Still it proves to be difficult to measure their decay
kinetics separately as their spectra overlap so closely, for the same reasons DF kinetics could
not be measured. As an improvement of the decay measurements could provide the final proof
of the above assumptions and the TTA picture, this has to be a matter of further investigations.

Finally, attention is turned to a qualitative analysis of the keto decay kinetics. For DF, the width
of the site energy distribution for the annihilating triplets can be determined by plotting the
turning time 'tc (between slopes -1 and -2) against 1/T2, assuming a 3-dimensional
recombination process (c=2/3), compare to Equation 5.3 which describes the temperature
dependence of 'tc. An analogous analysis in terms of hopping theory has been attempted for the
decay kinetics ofketo emission (Figure 5.14).
Two values of 'tc could be obtained from Figure 5.9 c). These have been plotted against 1/T2
(red data points and fit in Figure 5.14). The interception of the fit with the ordinate yields the
jump rate (Equation 5.3). The result of Vo=1 jump/15Jls for fluorenone triplets makes sense
when compared to a fit for the DF of PF2/6 am4 (v 0=1 jump/110 ps, see Figure 5.14) as
fluorenone triplets are suggested to be immobile. From the slopes of the fits a smaller width of
the site energy distribution is found for fluorenone (cr = 33 meV) than for PF2/6 am4
(cr = 41.3 meV), which is about the same within the limits of accuracy of the experiment. Due to
the lack of data, the error of the keto fit has to be assessed as rather high so that only the order
of magnitude of the values obtained should be taken into account. In order to achieve more
accurate results, the experiment should be repeated for more temperatures to improve the fit.

5. B.

Conclusions

Based on the results of various spectroscopic experiments this section analysed the origin of
keto emission in PFO/PFl co-polymers as model compound for photo-degraded polyfluorene.
The relation between fluorenone repeat units and the green emission band found in polyfluorene
samples has been established in the literature.
Three types of delayed emission could be identified such as delayed fluorescence emitted by
excited polyfluorene singlet excitons created via TTA of polyfluorene triplets. Furthermore, the
two types of keto luminescence (at 2.1 eV and 2.3 eV) were investigated via absorption,
excitation, steady-state emission and time-resolved emission spectroscopy as well as flash
photolysis. Keto emission can be excited directly via absorption of photons by fluorenone
triplets. From the excitation spectroscopy it is also concluded that efficient energy transfer
occurs from PFO singlets to fluorenone triplets, opening up a second route for keto emission.
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The singlets are trapped at keto sites due to the electro negativity of the fluorenone oxygen
atom. Fluorenone triplets are suggested to initiate fluorenone excimer and PFO-fluorenone
exciplex formation via TT A. The physical bonds required for these interchain states supposedly
involve the n-orbital of the fluorenone oxygen. The two types of keto emission could be clearly
separated by their different decay kinetics and are, therefore, not just two vibronical modes of
the same radiative decay.
This triple TTA mechanism is able to explain the observed three types of delayed emission as
well as their relations regarding decay, temperature and keto level dependence. The TTA origin
of keto emission is strongly indicated due to oxygen quenching of the luminescence in nondegassed PFO/PFl solution. In the literature, several references could be found that suggest
fluorenone excimer formation via TTA. However, further experiments are required for the
confirmation of the TT A picture such as the measurement of the excitation dose dependency of
both keto emissions, which is expected to be quadratic. To imbed keto emission into hopping
theory and gain qualitative information about fluorenone triplet migration processes, a more.
detailed study of temperature dependent decay must be carried out for keto emission. Moreover,
the quality and analysis of the TRS decay measurements must be improved in order to separate
the kinetics ofDF and of the two types of keto luminescence.

In the course of this study, differences between PFO absorption and excitation spectra have

been noticed. This observation has confirmedly been made by other persons as well. In contrast
to the smooth single absorption band ofPFO, the excitation spectrum appears with a spike at the
red side of the band. Taking into account that the same emission (polyfluorene prompt
fluorescence) is observed upon excitation at any point in the band as well as the extremely small
Stokes' shift connected to it, the presence of aggregate states is proposed to occur statistically
between single repeat units of polyfluorene. Parallels to ordered structures found by Bradley et

a!. 75 have been noticed. As the assumptions would also suggest that the prompt fluorescence of
polyfluorene is emitted completely by aggregate states populated directly but also via extremely
fast energy transfer from polyfluorene singlets, further investigations seem to be required.
Studies of very concentrated and very dilute PFO solutions might be useful as well as
experiments on annealed PFO films and films of PFO imbedded in matrix polymers. Especially
the latter promise results as here already prompt emission could be observed, which might be
attributed to fluorescence from single chain instead of aggregate states.
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